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Sykes Urges Progress
"Student government has made made the transition from military
notable advances since its organ- to its present system, but progress
ization in 1955 when Clemson has not been what it could and
should be.

SYKES

Crocker - Sykes Vie
For Student Office

However, student interest and
participation
have
been increasing more during the past
By BILLIE THOMAS
two administrations than any
Tiger News Writer
previous one and this is the Last Monday night nominations
measure of the success of student for the student body officers were
government.
held in the Chemistry
Building
Improved interest has greatly Auditorium.
added to student government Candidates for president are
but more interest is needed. Stu- Bill Sykes and Dennis Crocker.
dents will have to take a greater Bill Sykes is a junior from Mamninterest this year to further im- j who has served as a sophomore senator. He has been on the
prove it.
TAPS junior staff and is a memIf I am given the chance to ber of the Numeral Society social
serve Clemson as president of its fraternity. His major is Mechanistudent body, I can only hope to cal Engineering.
further encourage and enlist stuDennis Crocker, a rising senior
dent activity and thereby continue from Pacolet, South Carolina, is
and increase the progress that a member of the Society of Civil
Engineers. He is a squadron comhas been made."
Bill Sykes mander in the Air Force R.O.T.C.

For Those Who Care
The center fold of the TIGER this week combines spring shades with a touch of April foolishness.

Multi-colored, unperforated, it is meant for

those who demand absolute uniqueness and individuality in toilet paper.

a

and is a hall counselor.
Dave Moorehead from Laurens,
S. C, was the only nominee for
Vice-president. During his
first
year he was president of the
Freshman Class, a member of the
Freshman Council for two years.
During his sophomore year he
was vice president of the Sophomore Class. Currently he is the
Junior Class Vice-President, is a
member of the Blue Key, the American Ceramic Society, Keramos
(Ceramic Honor Fraternity), the
Delta Kappa Alpha Social Fraternity, and Phi Eta Sigma. He
made Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges, belongs
to the Block "C" Club, and has
maintained a G.P.R. of 3.3.
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He Roars For
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Dorm Reservation Schedule Set

Students who are enrolled in
the Spring Semester are given
priority on room assignments for
the Fall Semester provided a
room request is filed and the
' payment of $50 made prior to
July 1. Assignment after this
date will be made on a first
come, first served' basis. New
' students and former students not
currently enrolled will be sent
necessary room application
forms with the notification of
acceptance.
Students who have made an
advance payment and later decide not to enroll or to live in the
dormitory may obtain a refund
of the advance payment provided

Contest Open;
Blank Must
Be Completed

College Newspaper

notification of intent and request
is received prior to August 15th.
When such notification and request is not received, no refund
of the advance payment will be
made. When an enrolled student
is assigned and occupies a room
at the beginning of a semester,
he is obligated for the half-semester's rent and no refund will
be made.
In line with recommendations
of Student Senate, policy for the
1963-64 school year is outlined
below. Dormitories 4, 5, 6 and 7
are to be used for fraternity
housing only. All' applications
for housing in fraternity areas
must be processed through Fraternity Officers.
After a proportionate part of
all other halls is reserved for
new students, priorities for current students is as outlined below.
During the period 30 April
through 2 May rising SENIORS will be given priority on
room assignments.
During the period 7 May
through 9 May rising JUNIORS will be given priority on
assignments.
During the period 14 May
through 16 May rising SOPHOMORES will be given priority on assignments.
All of the above priorities are
contingent upon filing of proper
application and payment of advance fee during the priority
period. Application blanks may
be picked up from the Dormitory
Office beginning 25 April.
Dormitory Office hours for
processing applications are 8
a. m. to 11:30 a. m. and 1 p. m
to 4 p. m., Tuesday through
Thursday. NO APPLICATIONS

Students interested in entering
the annual speaking contest for
the Trustees' Medal must file an
application on or before April 1.
The contest is open to any fulltime Clemson student above the
freshman level. Application blanks
are available from any English
301 Instructor or from Mr. J. P.
The Newman Club will present
Winter, 0-201 English
Office
a panel discussion on "The MoralBuilding.
ity of Modern Warfare", on WedA contestant may speak on any nesday, April 3, at Newman Hall.
subject which he feels is appro- The discussion will begin at 7:30
priate. His speech must be an p.m. All interested persons are inoriginal composition which has vited to attend.
not been used previously in a
contest, and it must not exceed
ten minutes in length.
The speeches will be judged on
The Clemson College Junior
the basis of content and composi- Class will present the 1963 vertion, delivery, voice, and manner. sion of the Junior Follies 8 p.m.
The winner of the final contest Thursday, April 25 in the Field
will receive the Trustees' Medal House. Co-directors will be Jimat the Honors Day Assembly on my Hewitt of Rock Hill and
Norman Pulliam of Augusta,
May 1.
A preliminary contest will be Ga.
held on April 8, and the finalists
Admission charge will be 50
will deliver their speeches on cents and the proceeds will be
Monday, April 22 at 6:30 p.m.
used to finance the Junior-Senin the Chemistry Auditorium.
All Clemson students and mem- ior banquet and the Class of '64
bers of the community are in- gift.
vited to attend the final contest.

Newman
Presents

Juniors Present
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Greco Presents Concert

The colorful figure of Jose Greco and his Spanish Ballet will appear at Clemson on April 2.

Residence Hall accommodations
for men are rented on a semester
basis and rent on all dormitories
is $100 per semester. Before assignment to a room can be made,
an advance payment of $50 for
one-half semester's rent must be
made.

South Carolina's Oldest
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The reason that I am running ingly for the best student govfor this office is to attempt to ernment that we at Clemson can
abolish stagnant student govern- possibility have.
ment. I am sincerely interested
in seeing the student government
placed back into the hands of the
students. The attendance last
student
ternity, American Ceramic Socie-I Monday night at the
body meeting shows the lack of
ty, and Keramos.
interest in the present governTwo nominees were named for ment. This can be attributed to
treasurer. Jody Patrick of Green- some members of student govwood, a Ceramic Engineer major, ernment who are now in office.
is president of the Sophomore "Y" I am the first to admit that I am
Council, a member of the "Y" new to student government and
that experience is certainly valCabinet and "Y" Handbook, Am- uable. I do question the value
erican Ceramic Society,
Delta of experience gained in the preKappa Alpha. He has a standing sent student government. I sinG.P.R. of 2.4. Jim Hambright of cerely think that the present stuBlacksburg, S. C, is a pre-law dent government needs new blood
student majoring in economics, and new leadership, especially in
and he was a member of the the executive branch, to enable
to function as a proper student
Freshmen "Y" Council, WSBF, it
government should and to give
and P.S.A. He is now on the Taps it back the statue that it has
junior staff, a member of Kappa certainly lost.
Sigma Nu Fraternity, Phi Eta
If I am elected, I pledge to
Sigma and Pre-Law Society. He do my best to honor the trust you
(Continued on page 8)
CROCKER
placed in me, and to work unceas-

The

Circulation—7,000

Mr. H. W. Rimmer, dormitory |
manager, has announced the
room assignment periods for the
■ coming academic year 1963-1964.
The regulations concerning the
dormitory students are the same
as in the past but students are
requested to observe the regulations pertaining to themselves.

Jerry D. Burton, a junior from
Calhoun Falls, S. C, and a Textile management major is a Junior Senator, Secretary of Numeral
Society, a holder of the Ben and
Kitty Gosset Scholarship; belongs
to the Phi Psi (National Textile
Honor Society) and is a cheerleader. Bill Miley was graduated
from Spartanburg High
School
second in a class of 400, was the
top entering freshman scholastically at Clemson, and has been in
the Honor program since 2nd semester of last year. He has maintained a G.P.R. of 3.5 as well as
serving as a sophomore senator.
He is also a member of the Taps
junior staff, Kappa Sigma Nu fraternity, Phi Eta Sigma honor fra-

Crocker Seeks Interest

WILL BE PROCESSED
ON
MONDAYS, FRIDAYS, SATURDAYS OR HOLIDAYS. The Bursar's Office hours for accepting
payments are 8 a. m. to 12 Noon
and 1 p. m. to 2:30 p. m., Monday through Friday.

Rally On Radio
A Political Rally on Monday April 1, is to be made over the
Clemson College Radio Station.
The candidates for president,
vice-president,
secretary
and
treasurer will make speeches pertaining to their platforms. Students may ask questions directed
to any candidate.

gram during which he had Vargas, who for several years
Among returning veterans will Lydia Torea, Felix Granados,
imagined that he heard horses headed his own company and be such popular favorites as Git- Paco Doniz, Teresa Montes, Angalloping, this of course was the toured throughout the world.
anillo Heredia and Maribel de tonia Granados, Lupe del Rio and
'El Cortijo' ", said Greco. "I told Coral de Reyes, a young specia- Cirez (the "Bronze Gipsies"),
Norina, soprano singer with the
him about the dance, and it list in the gypsy idiom, will be Juan-Mari Astigarraga (the young
troupe since its inception.
made him so very happy to have seen for the first time under the
wizard from the Basque country, Again appearing as musical digotten it right," said Greco.
Greco banner as well as Pepe de whose spectacular leaps have rector will be Maestro Roger
Greco's troupe has been tour- Algeciras, a seventeen-year old made him one of the most popular Machado, and Lydia del Mar will
ing for twelve seasons and is vir- flamenco singer who is today's new members of the troupe), be the company's pianist.
tually the only successful, non- greatest
delineator of
the
subsized dance company extant. "Grande Cante", the most diffi"We're free and independent, and cult form of the art. Miss Algewe like it that way," says Greco award at the annual Flamenco
"It gets to be more fun every ciras recently won Spain's top
year."
award at the annual Flamenco
Upon returning to Washington, Competition at Jerez de la FronD. C. from a visit to Austria last tera.
Two new guitarists, Ricardo
year, President Kennedy was asked to select an artist to appear and Manolo Baron, will launch
at the gala for the Big Brothers their memberships in the Greco
of the National Capital, one of company. Baron is one of Spain's
«*»JP
last Republican chief executive present masters of the Flamenco
President chose only one—Jose guitar and has gained kudos for
By G. H. AULL
mon Market is a Frenchman by
his guitar playing throughout his
Greco.
If there ever was a time when the name of Jean Monnet but
homeland.
Lest any political connotations
the people of this country could the United States was more than
be attached to the appearance
pretend to be unconcerned about an innocent by-stander having
Greco also appeared before the
what goes on elsewhere, that made postwar economic aid
list Republican chief executive Organization presidents are re- time has long since passed. To- (Marshall Plan) subject to a,
Bwight Eisenhower.
minded of the payments due to day we are literally partners in degree of national economic coGreco, a firm believer that new TAPS by April 1, 1963.
a world endeavor and we are operation not previously exblood strengthens an organizaeither a part of the problem or perienced. The organization formally came into being with the
tion, has devoted part of his brief
part of the solution.
vacation every year to searching
One of the important econo- Treaty of Rome in 1957.
The present membership in
throughout Spain for outstanding
mic developments on the current
artists to add to his company.
world scene is the "Common Market" consists
Heading the list of new comers
"The Common of six nations: Belgium, France,
Italy, Luxembourg, The Netheris Nana Lorca, prima ballerina
Market" or, more lands and West Germany. When
of the company while Lola De
|properly, The we realize that some of these naRonda takes a well-earned leave
All students interested in apEuropean
E c o- tions are smaller than many of
of absence.
plying for the Peace Fund Schonomic Commun- our states and that before 1957
Also appearing will be Martin larship should submit their apity. Briefly the the restrictions on travel and
plications to Dr. C. B. Green, 28
EEC is a group of trade between them were only
Tillman Hall, by April 6, 1963.
independent na- slightly less irksome than beThis scholarship is for five huntions each of tween the USA and Russia, we
dred dollars and is made on "the which has agreed to united or can appreciate the great relief
basis of literary ability, satisfac- "community" action with re- which has been experienced as a
The current Clemson College tory scholastic achievement, evi- gard to certain economic poli- result of the Economic Communenrollment of 3,990 students sets dence of good character, and a
ity. Actually economic growth
a record as the largest second sense of responsibility for proper- cies. While no one can prophesy
semester enrollment in history, ly reporting the news." The terms the ultimate end to which this (to say nothing of the growth in
can lead it has already resulted communications and in friendly
showing an increase of 181 over
last year's second semester fig- of the award state that the re- in the virtual elimination of all relationships) within the Comcipient shall make satisfactory trade barriers
ure.
between the mon Market has been at a rate
Undergraduate students
total scholastic progress and shall pro- member nations and in a uni- far above that expected and
3,772, graduate scholars 194, post- vide the Greenville News with ex- form trade policy between the much higher than in the rest of
graduates 10 and unclassified 14. clusive coverage of news develop- nations in the Community and the world. Trade between memAmong the total are 94 women ments in the Clemson area and,
any other nation with which ber nations just about doubled
Sigma, national freshman honor- enrolled mainly in arts and scienas practicable, with special news they may have trade relations. within the first three years and
ary fraternity, and treasurer of ces.
There is also free movement of continues to expand rapidly.
The School of Engineering con- feature material.
the Newtonian Society for mathetinues
to attract the attention of In addition to the scholarship, persons within the "Common High ethical standards have
maticians.
most students, 1,321 of whom the recipient will be paid by the Market" and there are those been established for both interThe heart of the Summer In- elected to study in various bran- Greenville News at its regular who look to a common currency nal and external trade and "unstitute is a course of lectures ches of that curriculum. Indus- rates for correspondents for any and perhaps even a United fair" practices have been outTextile news or feature material printed States of Europe.
given by Dr. Jastrow and a Co- trial Management and
lawed by common consent.
lumbia staff in which basic as- Science has 839, Arts and Scien- in that newspaper.
The real "father" of the ComHow does all of this affect us?
ces
807,
Agriculture
564
and
Arpects of theoretical physics are
First it must be said that we will
developed and applied to the cen- chitecture 241.
Arts and Sciences counts the
have to clean up some of our
tral problems of astronomy and largest increase, 116, followed by
borderline business practices if
planetary physics.
Engineering with 39, Graduates
we are to get even a look at the
36
and
Architecture
with
31.
En"This training program," Dr.
Common Market. Beyond that
Jastrow said, "enlarges the re- rollment in Agriculture is 17 less
there are some things about
than the 1962 second semester
servoir of scientific talent in those
which we can only speculate.
mark; and Industrial Manage
areas which will be Important to ment and Textile Science has 14
Real bargaining for us (with the
our space program and directs less than last year at this time.
The Tiger Brotherhood
at Membership is composed of stud- EEC) will get under way this
the attention of students to imFirst choices of major courses Clemson College will hold Its ents from the upper three classes summer and we will just have to
portant areas of research which in the five schools have been re- 16th annual banquet 6:30 p. m. who qualify by demonstration of keep our fingers crossed and
have been neglected in physics corded by the Office of Admis Thursday, April 18, in the Col- qualities of outstanding ability and hope for the best. As stated earfoltraining in recent years because sions and Registration as
lier we will be negotiating with
lows: forestry 117; architecture lege dining hall. Guest speaker loyalty to Clemson.
of the post-war concentration on 221; arts and sciences 515; elec- will be the Hon. William Jennings
The present active member- the Common Market nations as
atomic and nuclear physics. We I trical"Vngm'eerto7*424 and in- Bryan Dorn, member of the U. S. ship of 38 engages in such activi- a unit rather than as separate
(Continued on page 8)
dustrial management 532.
House of Representatives from ties as assisting the administra- small nations. As a unit or
they constitute
the 3rd South Carolina District. tion in student affairs and the "Community"
Byron Dorn was born in Green- selection and presentation of the one of the largest, biggest buywood County, South Carolina. He Mother of the Year at Clemson ing, fastest growing areas in the
world and they will undoubtedly
was the youngest member of the College.
drive a harder bargain than they
South Carolina House of Reprewould acting alone. On the other
sentatives 1939-1940 and the younghand we, too, are big and powerest member of South Carolina
ful and we produce lots and lots
A grant of $18,000 has been March and continues until August State Senate 1941-1942. At age 24
of things which the Common
awarded to the Clemson College 1966. During this time research he was seated in the South CaroMarket nations would like to
lina
Senate
by
a
special
vote.
In
department of chemistry by the will be centered on organic reacIhave and we can buy many
Petroleum Research Fund of the tions called intramolecular dis- 1942 he resigned from the Senate
i things they want to sell. In fact,
American Chemical Society. The placement reactions which involve and volunteered for the Army Air
trade between the USA and the
Force.
He
was
elected
to
Conmoney is to be used for the study the breaking down, or pyrolysis,
Common Market nations is algress in 1946 and became one of
of the fundamental changes that of imidoester chlorides.
ready at a high level and there
the youngest members of the 80th
occur in molecules during various
is reason to believe that the
Dr.
Marullo
says,
"We
hope
to
Congress.
In
1950
he
was
elected
organic reactions.
trend will be up not down.
Dr. H. P. Marullo, assistant pro- be able to more clearly define the to the 82nd Congress and without
Two important considerations,
fessor of chemistry, is the princi- exact sequence involved in going opposition to succeeding Conperhaps three, will be uppermost
from
reactants
to
products."
gresses.
pal investigator of the project.
in the minds of those who sit
Clemson students will be admitThe grant includes the support of
Dr. Marullo also has support for
down to hammer out the details.
a graduate student for three other research grants from Na- ted on their meal tickets and the
In the first place there is the exyears, the purchase of supplies, tional Institute of Health and Re- cost for faculty members and
tent to which the Common Marand summer pay for Dr. Marullo. search Corporation. In 1956 he others will be $1 per person.
ket nations will feel they must
The Tiger Brotherhood
is a
Research grants of this type are performed post-doctorate work at
maintain a measure of self-sufusually given to a person who ap- California Institute of Technology. local honorary service fraternity
ficiency in agricultural products.
plies for it on the conditions that Dr. Marullo received his B.S. de- organized here in 1928 for the
West Germany, for example, in
he will act as principal investiga- gree at Queens College in 1952 purpose of developing a closer reorder to secure to its people actor.
and his Ph.D at Polytechnic In- lationship between students and
cess to the "staff of life" during
The grant comes into effect this stitute of Brooklyn in 1961.
members of the faculty and staff.
DORN
(Continued on page 8)

"When you get on the stage in
a new town, that is a beautiful
moment," says Jose Greco, appearing April 2 in the Clemson
concert series.
Careful programming is the key
to success in Senor Greco's highly entertaining productions. Past
performances have manifested
Greco's attention in selecting the
right combination of dances from
all of the Spanish dance idioms
and framing them in the most
attractive scenery and costuming available.
The costumes are all handmade in Spain, with authentic
Spanish materials, and are based
upon the actual garb typical of
the locales from which the particular dances emanate.
The schedule adhered to by
Jose Greco and his company of
Spanish dancers, singers and musicians is a gruelling routine of
one-night stands, long bus rides
little sleep and quick snacks.
"It is a great thrill to play a
new city and recreate all over
again your special art for a new
audience", says Greco. "Equally
rewarding is returning to a city
you've played before, and the
people sitting out front are old
friends."
Senor Greco long remembers a
performance last season when a
man came backstage to get an
autograph for a twelve-year old
boy who had been bo*~i blind.
"I was really puzzled trying to
guess what the boy could have
gotten out of our program, so I
asked the gentleman to bring him
to my dressing room." The boy
explained eagerly that the castinets and foot rhythms had seemed marvelous to him and that
there was one part of the pro-

Notice

Peace Fund
Scholarship

Second Semester
Enrollment

Bill Meggs Receives
NASA Scholarship
The only Palmetto State scholar selected to attend the 1963
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) Summer
Institute in Space Physics is William Joel Meggs, Clemson College
junior and physics major, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace N. Meggs
of Florence.
Forty science students from
30 colleges
and universities
throughout the U.S. were carefully screened before being chosen to participate in the NASAsponsored institute at Columbia
University July 1 through August 9.
Selected in nation-wide competition, the winners will receive
grants from Columbia covering
tuition, a $60 per week subsistence allowance, round-trip travel from point of origin to New
York City, and field trips to
NASA Centers in Huntsville, Ala.,
Houston, Texas, Cape Canaveral,
Fla., and Greenbelt, Md.
Director of the Summer Institute is Dr. Robert Jastrow, adjunct professor of geophysics and
director of NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies. The
summer program,
established
last year, is designed to train students of unusual ability in the
areas of physical science which
play an important role in space
research.
Meggs, who attends Clemson
on an Interchemical Foundation
scholarship, was recently named
a member of the College Bowl
team which will represent Clemson next fall in a nationally televised scholastic contest with another college or university. He
was named to Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities, is a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, campus honor fraternity and
Sigma Phi Sigma, national physics honorary fraternity. He also
serves as secretary of Phi Eta

Rep. Dorn Speaks
At Brotherhood

Research Grant Given
To Chemistry Dept.

Tiger
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When It Rains, It Pours

He Roars For

Students May Safely
Praise Clemson Monday

Clemson College

By BOBBY DYE
Tiger Associate Editor

FRIDAY, MARCH 29, 1963

This week, we're going to play a game of makebelieve. We're going to pretend that this isn't really •
Friday at all, but Monday instead. Monday is now the day—a very important
day, because we can now safely talk
about Clemson's many fine points. Some
of the nice things we can say are brand
new, while others are just nice changes.
First of all, military is no longer mandatory. Henceforth, interested students
may take an eight-week summer course at the end of
their sophomore year which will easily cover far
more territory than was formerly covered in two years
of basic training. The ROTC student will then take
the first year of advanced (third year under the old
system), the regular six-week summer camp for advanced cadets, and the senior year.

"Who Was Right..."
This week will mark the departure
of Mr. Charles A. Webster, Jr., from the
Clemson College area. His work with the
Baptist Student Union of the Clemson
Baptist Church has ended effective
March 31, 1963, after a meeting last
Wednesday when the church accepted
his resignation.
The loss of Mr. Webster will leave
this campus a little gloomier, a little
sadder and, let's hope, a little wiser
place. He represented one of the liberal
lights on this all-too-conservative campus but the light of opposition burns
bright in some people's minds and leaves
a rather bitter impression.
Mr. Webster consistently has made
objections that his resignation was
forced because of the "far right" elements both in the Baptist Church and
the college administration. He noted
that he had been "put on the carpet"
many times because of the dissatisfaction of the administration with his work
—why they would concern themselves
so directly is unusual but, then, Baptist
students ARE Clemson students. On the
other hand the college administration
has consistently objected that it has absolutely no concern with the personnel
problems of the church. Who was right
one cannot say since the issue is too involved with emotions.
Mr. Webster also noted that he never
had the chance to confront the deacons
of the church in toto to discuss and pos-

sibly arbitrate the objections against
him. This lack of fairness—never directly denied by the deacons — on the
part of the deacons obviously was in bad
taste.
Many people will object to this situation being aired in the TIGER but the
same reasoning that the administration
uses should hold: the TIGER is concerned with the affairs of all Clemson
students and several students felt that
Mr. Webster was being judged without
fair chance for defense.
According to some of the student
members of the church the church meeting was a farce. If the church had ever
read or supported the rules of parliamentary procedure then it wasn't evident. With more consideration for Robert's Rules the situation could have been
conducted in a more reasonable light.
But the students felt that ho real chance
was offered for questioning the reasons
of the deacons' actions—little time was
allowed even for questions on the part
of the students who are very vitally concerned with the situation.
Let us hope that the College and the
local churches have benefited from this.
If a lesson has not been taught then Mr.
Webster has been sacrificed in vain. If
the lesson has been learned or if Clemson has benefited overall then Mr. Webster's departure has been useful. Regardless, Clemson is a poorer place because
of Mr. Webster's departure.

A Thief Strikes Again
This week the Phantom struck in the
college dormitories. His net take for the
night was considerable—to the extent
of some four to five hundred dollars.
This student represents an unfortunate situation. He has stolen from students and if caught will bear a considerable punishment by the administration
for his actions. This might be in addition to the punishment students would
be likely to inflict.
In spite of all that could be said
about the doubtful morals of this student (assuming he was one) this situation can only be corrected by the actions

of other students. If students continue
to leave their doors open when they retire then it presents an open invitation
for thieves. It is an unfortunate situation when students have to take such
protective measures, but it can be coped
with only this way. Students must be
aware of the possiblility of theft and
take measures to protect against it.
Maybe someday students can rely on
the honesty of their fellow students but
until such time arrives close and lock
your doors at night. These measures will
not be especially pleasant but "dry pickings" will discourage any thief.

A Reply To A Letter
Two weeks ago James B. Hawkes
wrote a letter to Tom concerning the
article that appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post. The reaction to this letter,
reprinted in the TIGER, has been absolutely unbelievable.
Mr. Hawkes has received letters from
"interested persons" about his letter.
Most of these were very derogatory personally and severely criticized him for
his letter. To quote one letter exactly:
"You are the most anxious Judas that I
have ever heard of, the degrading article
in the Saturday Evening Post was not
enough for you, no, you had to get the

spot light turned on you, to let, as you
say in your own words ..."... the people of the United States know that I am
a proud member of Clemson's student
body that was responsible for "Integration with Dignity."
For such an innocent letter as Mr.
Hawkes had written this attack is both
unwarranted and absurd. If he objected
to the Post article, and most students
did, then surely this is no reason for a
personal attack upon him. It seems that
this vicious circle of condemnation and
criticism (for whatever reason) will
never end.

Sic - Its Uses
Many students do not understand the
use of the term "sic" in the TIGER. This
is a symbol used by the newspaper to
indicate that a mistake has been found
in the original draft that we receive of
a letter to Tom. Because we do not wish
to misquote the letter (the mistake

would be assumed to be a printing error)
we use the term "sic."
It is not a derogatory term but merely
indicates that a mistake was made in
the original letter and rather than misquote the TIGER wishes to say that the
mistake is the writer's.

Since the freshmen and sophomores no longer will
be required to take ROTC, they will now be able to
take advantage of the new PE program which, incidentally, offers a wide range of wholesome courses ,
for both male and female students, the latter of which
previously had no such program at all.
Those electing to take the advanced program of
ROTC will no longer be misled by the statement that
they will get 3 credits per semester, but will actually
get the 3 credits. Under the old system, they soon
found that, although the courses were listed as 3
credit courses, they could only count six of those
twelve credits toward graduation.

Point Of View

South Carolina End
With A Bang Or Whisper?
By ZAUN B. GRANT
Editorial Columnist
"We are the hollow men
We are the suffed men
Leaning together
Headpiece filled with straw. Alas!
Our dried voices, when
We whisper together
Are quiet and meaningless
As wind in dry grass
Or rats' feet over broken glass
In our dry cellar" —Eliot
A perceptive Frenchman, an Carolina has been glued insepauthor, Alexis de Tocqueville, arably to the past, thoughts, in
charged In 1835 that in no part
too many instances, have come
of the civilized
not
from reason, but from
world was less
attention
paid authority and from what has
to
philosophy come before.
than
in
the
The meaning of a lack of
United States.
philosophy can be brought
De
Tocque- down to a local level by lookville, were he aing at Clemson. Of course bellve today,
fore one can really analyze
would probably
Clemson compensations have to
be astonished to be made for this being a state
see that this gleaning from his
supported institution in a state
many trenchant observations
that ranks nearly last in comabout America is still applicaparison with other states in the
ble, in a sense, to the southern
educational field.
portion of the United States.
The South—and South Carolina very Inclusive—has progressed like a retarded child
with a chip on his shoulder.
South Carolina is now feeling
birth pains, however feeble, of
thought regardless of the efforts of some of our state deities.
The philosophy of the South,
if it can be called that, has
been bound forcefully to the
ways of the past since the war.
(And of course I speak of the
glorious and cherished War for
Southern Independence).
Culture, out of nothing more
than deference to the dead, has
maintained a moonlight and
magnolia flavor. Because South

Opinion And Reason

Rebuttal Offered On Education Comparison
By FRANK GENTRY
Tiger Managing Editor
Perhaps the most maligned
Institution In America Is our
educational system. Its critics
have ranged from Adm. Rickover to the smallest FTA in the
Country. The fact remains that
this system has
| ^^m^
produced
both
J9
aK ! the most techF
Wk i nically advanced nation in
the world and
the most enlightened
masses.
There are, unQuestionably, advantages to the European system of education.
However, It is not necessarily
better than ours nor is it feasible in our democratic society.
In most of Europe the decision
concerning who is to attend
the universities and indeed,
what one takes in high school
is made by the state on the
basis of aptitude and social
position. Only after arriving at
the university is education "an
affair of the individual".
The parallel course (voca-

tional and college preparatory), which is offered by most
American high schools including the one attended by Mr.
Cochran, offers a good balance.
It may be true that the level
of education in Europe's college
prep schools is higher than
some of our high schools but
surely not higher than our best.
There is nothing wrong with
our secondary school system
that paying our teachers more
(thereby attracting teachers
for more advanced subjects),
would not cure.
The assumption that "secondary schools are preoccupied
with group personalities and
athletic heroes based on ignorance" betrays a scholar's interest. It is natural for anyone
to want total emphasis placed
on the field in which he excels.
Mr. Cochran therefore wants
total emphasis placed on scholarship. Although abuses and
extremes can be found, it is
important that members of a
free society learn something
about that society, through association with others. The extracurricular activities that he

is so quick to discount often
prove more valuable in the
later life of the student than
any learned facts. Certainly
scholarship has not been minimized.
If "to be general is to be an
idiot" then to be narrow is to
be helpless outside of one's own
field. Since European students
are only tested in their own
fields it is no wonder that they
seem less educated generally.
One suspects that the students
who "leave their cells only to
eat or go to lectures" have
found it necessary in order to
cram for finals. Procrastination, when quizzes are not given, is not an American monopoly.
A paradox arises here. Mr.
Cochran accuses Clemson (American Universities) of turning out few educated men but
many graduates. This is an
often heard complaint. The
most noted critics of our system feel that this is due to a
lack of breadth and the impersonal attitudes of our universities; YET THESE ARE THE
VERY QUALITIES ADMIRED
IN THE EUROPEAN SYS-

Week's Peek

TEM.
Finally the well known sacred cow, academic freedom, is
brought up. Surely we all favor
academic freedom. It is unchristian, un-American and
un-popular not to. This much
abused term should not' and
does not include the right of
anyone to take Calculus before
algebra, the right to a diploma
(the badge of an educated
man) for knowledge of one or
two fields, or, most frightening, the right to decide who is
to be allowed an education.
Here in America the day is
coming when training to do
work will be outdated. Until
that time we will continue our
system that offers something
for each and denies no one. In
Europe a type of education that
suits Mr. Cochran is offered; in
fact, in many cases it is the
only type other than trade
schools. In America this type
is also offered, at such places
as the College of Charleston;
but the beauty of our system
is that the types the rest of us
want are also available. Please,
Mr. Cochran, don't take that
away from us!

This simply means that perhaps a third of the students at
Clemson should not be in college at all, but in a trade school
where they could use muscle
instead of mind.
The feelings at Clemson are
that anything which is disagreeable or different in ideas
is wrong. Students unimaginatively attack ideas, not with
logical, but with emotional
weapons.
Following hand in hand with
this type of ignorance is the
realization that South Carolina
lags far behind the other states
in the union In most areas.
And the more discouraging fact
is that students are being
stamped into a finished product at this highest of high Institutions accepting his state's
in feriority as a way of life.
There have been no laws
passed that say that a South
Carolinian must persist
In
clinging to the past or to preserve any traditions. Nor does
the charter of this college indicate that Clemson must be a
factory for hollow men.

Guest Column

"Law Of The LancTByWhoseStandards?
By Robert B. Hayes
Today, in the face of the integration versus segregation issue, we hear much talk about
"the law of the land." The
race mixers claim that "the
law of the land" demands that
the Negro be allowed to go to
school with the white.
Is this true? To find out we
must know what "the law of
the land" is. We don't have to
go very far to find the answer.
Article VI Paragraph Two of
The United States Constitution
states it as follows: "This Constitution, and the Laws of the
United States which shall be
made in Pursuance thereof;
and all Treaties made, or
which shall be made, under the
Authority of the United States,
shall be the supreme Law of
the Land; . . ."
Now Congress, as stated in
the First Article of the Constitution, is the only lawmaking
body of our federal government, and Congress has never
made a law concerning integration in schools or colleges.
In fact, the Constitution of the
United States prohibits the
Congress from making any
such law. The Tenth Amendment says: "The powers not
delegated to the United States
by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are
reserved to the States respectively, or to the people."
The Constitution does not
delegate any power to the federal government to interfere, in
any way, with the operation of
schools and colleges in the individual states.
Since the federal government
has no constitutional right to
operate schools, how can school
integration be "the law of the
land"? The simple fact is that
it isn't.

But the race-mixers, realizing that they could not get the
people of this nation to amend
the Constitution by giving the
federal government the power
to administer schools, and that
even Congress would not pass
laws
administering
schools
(which would be unconstitutional if they did) turned to
the Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court supposedly has the power to interpret the Constitution and laws
passed in pursuance of it. Now
since the Constitution does not
give the federal government
the right to operate schools, on
what did the Supreme Court
base its notorious decision of
1954? It could not have based it
on the Fourteenth Amendment, which was never legally
ratified, for even it does not
mention schools, colleges, or
education. The Supreme Court
simply made an unconstitutional ruling in order to please
the Negro-vote-seeking politicians and the race-mixers.
And now, in their attempt to
justify the Supreme Court, the
liberals and race-mixers have
referred to the 1954 ruling as
"the law of the land." This is
not true, and they know It, but
the sad fact remains that many
Americans have been led to believe this lie.
Men like John F. Kennedy,
little Bobby Kennedy, and the
nine men
of the Supreme
Court, in seeking dictatorial
power have violated the Constitution, and they should be
made to answer
for their
crimes.
In order to save our beloved
country from such socialistic
dictators, we as American citizens should demand their impeachment.

Henceforth, all "F's" will be dropped from a student's record after he successfully repeats the course
and earns a higher grade, which will now put Clemson back in stride with the many other colleges and
universities using the system. This idea is in keeping
with the point that a student should at least start out
"even" with a course—with the possibility of either
receiving no credit or "plus" credit. Under the old
system, he was practically PUNISHED for taking a
course when he failed it and had it on his record forever and ever and ever.
Under this "drop F" program, Clemson's gradepoint-ratios will no longer be so far below the grades
of other schools, and our graduates will no longer get
funny looks from the interviewers. They will, in fact,
have a fighting chance against other graduates now.
Student senate once again has the power it once
had, interest is back up in student government, honor
groups on campus are now taking new members in on
merit alone, Fred Waring complimented the school
on the fine, spacious field house which we now have
to handle all functions, the dining hall provides the
same food for those at the first of the line that it does
for those at the last, and Sunday suppers are now at
least worth going down for.
Further, there are no more loggia loungers, no
more people kicking about the TIGER and doing'
nothing, no more quizzes during the last week before
final exams, no more jamming exams into just a few
days of the "two-a-day" type, and no more getting
"carried away" on passing out parking tickets.
Still further, there will be no more parking lots
built under the "intramurals" label, there will be no
more traffic through the campus during class hours, ■
there will be no more sidewalks built on campus (the
whole thing is now paved with six inches of pure concrete) , and there will be in effect once again the term
of old—Country Gentlemen.
And the pity of it all—Monday is April Fool's Day.
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Who Gives A Damn
At This Point

Honesty Be Damned

Jimabu

Jh&J>0ld

To Hell with honesty! AH students are invited
to my classes to cheat. Cheat sheets, crib notes,
and stooges are in order.
Prof. M. Teedoff
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Humperdinck Interviewed

Slick Chick: Bantam Beauty

By RONALD HENDERSON
looking the beach and from there the insurance money. Anyway the airport so you won't miss [Humperdinck and his lighthouse,
Tiger Feature Writer
jump to your right at a 45 degree Uncle Foulball (Humperdinck) your plane. It sure has been nice Tune in next week, kiddies, when
Uncle Rumbottle will once again
One of the most interesting, but angle to the beach below. After took, me in and raised me the talking to you. Bye.
unpublicized occupations in the falling for approximately 8 sec- way my father wouldn't have Well, I certainly hope you en- bring your way another page from
world is that of lighthouse keep- onds you should land at the base wanted me to be raised. How joyed your visit with Furdley!the history of our country.
ing. This art is quite prevalent of the lighthouse. If you leave now, I miss Uncle Foulball, since the
on our coasts, but declines some- you can make it before the tourist big man with the razor scar took
him deep-sea fishing. While he
what as one travels inland. Many season begins.
of our lighthouses have been in Old Furdley can usually be was around he taught me all about
the same family for generations. found sitting in his pre-Kennedy lighthouse keeping. Since that was
In this article I would like to in- rocking chair at the front door of all he taught me that is all I
troduce you to my favorite light- the lighthouse. Our friend is ap- know. Gee, I wish I could read
friends.
house keeper, Furdley Humper- proaching his 112th birthday and and write like all my
Well Mr. Reporter I gotta go light
dinck.
he is as spry as the day he ran
Furdley's lighthouse is located for 16 touchdowns against Turn- the light so you better leave for
in Siddleswitch, Maine, just out- leytown College. This school and
side of Turnleytown on the old Siddleswitch Tech have always
SSABJS JOJ *966-tS9 ftreo ssBaid
Dingleydown
Turnpike.
This been bitter rivals; even
before
Aauoui asrej o? sqof ppo Auv
structure has been standing for the Revolutionary War. Furdley's
well over 400 years. Now we all father, grandfather, great-grandq?9 T"dv ABpjn?BS ABp nv
realize that this is impossible, but father, and all the fathers before
JOqBT 3ABJS SSBIO 33D3Id 3H
we must also realize that in this that have been lighthouse keeppart of our United States time ers, and you still can't see why
has no meaning; neither has any- he chose this kind of an occupathing for that matter. Siddleswitch tion. Boy, are you ever dumb!
•uosuisio
and Turnleytown seceeded from Furdley is extremely proud of his o? Suiuioo aq nfm uoiun sq? 'in*
the Union before it even came in- calling and is always ready to tell pmoqs sSsnoo aq? JI ?nq 'snj? ?USA
to being and they have never re- anyone who is interested in the -ajd o? n. ?ounjaa 3ums si uotun
joined. Therefore you say how lighthousing business. So there- sqx -(S?soo joqBj jo asnBoaq Ai
come the lighthouse belongs to fore let us have Furdley tell us in -pssoddns) asop o? pappap 'JoqBi
the government, and these towns his own words how this light a?no3SJ3d o? ?JOjja ire in 'aSsi
have postal service? The only came into being and how rich its -loo sq? suij? suj? ?v 'sssuisnq
plausible reason is that
some- history is.
Siq jo 30BUSUI sq? jo spurexs
where in the maze in Washington
jBap B SB sSsnoo aq? Aq BAOUI
two wires were crossed and these Well, in 1345 my grandfather srq? apBqjoj 'asjnoo jo "g *JI
two towns belong, but yet they (father x 10230) was a privateer, sq? jo ?uspiS3Ja am wxea& B 009
don't belong. Pity the poor tax and he was making a small for- ?U3J UIOOJ sq? pasreJ 'UOSBSJ ?US
collector. If you have the rest of tune every now and then, but -jBddB ou JOJ 'usq? sSsnoo sqx
restless
the day available, we can go visit soon he became very
•SUIOOJ aq? ?jinq PUB ?uaui3i??ss
old Furdley, and learn many in- and decided that he wanted to sjq? ps?d300B xi ?ounjaa '?UBJS
settle
down.
Well
in
his
many
teresting facts about lighthouses.
?uaunuaA03 B UIB?3J O? jspjo ui
It is quite easy to find the road cruises he discovered this coast, •UIOOJ qoBS m UBO szis-jiBq B aq
leading to the lighthouse, but, for and with his 80 wives (he was a pinoqs sjsq? ?Bq? jsq?jnj 'j3q?o
those readers who are not ac- devout polygamist) he founded a sq? uj ssiunq uio??oq puB JlBq
quainted with the way, a short small colony (?). Well after a lit- suo uj sjpnq do? spuojd o? puB
street guide follows. First, by some tle of this and a little of that the UIOOJ qoBS uoi???jBd o? sSsnoo
suitable means of transporta- colony grew into the present town sq? psjapjo ?uauioi3A0S sqx
tion convey yourself to the boom- of Siddleswitch (named after one
-uo]?uj?TqjB
ing metropolis of Turnleytown. of his sons). One day my greatrejspsj
o?
ps??iuiqns
SBAV 3?nds;p
grandfather
was
taking
a
walk
on
From there either by ship, bus,
aq? 'jpsfli B o?uj ?JJ sABp USASS A( This isn't the best paying job in the world, but Mama said
foot or jackass wagon go approxi- the beach and he saw a ship try-uo ?Bq? asnoxa auie\ sq? A[uo ps there would be days like this.
mately 7.14678 miles to the old ing to find its way through the
-JSJJO s33f[oo aq? qoiqA uj aj([j?s jIssjnoA JOJ 3urq?3uios Sinure?
reef
into
the
harbor
of
Turnley-DBI asaq? Aq pasn aoBds 3(unq
ghost house, make three simuljjasitt uaa?xis B JS?JV -J[33Ai B -qo JOJ A?rBU3d sq? PSJISB USUM
uio??oq jo uo??BpiA snoiAqo sq?
taneous circular 90 degree turns town. Well sir, he decided to build
soptt?
ABpuns
pioq
o?
jpnj?s
SBA
(no wonder I can't seem to pass a lighthouse to help guide the
•jsquisui uoiun B Aq psjp ?SU?B3B 35IIJ?S UO OS o? uaui^unq
sSsnoo sqx 'ABd sun? siqnop sq?
math) to either your right or left ships into the harbor. Very noble
-ireq
sq
?snui SUIOOJ jpq? jo ?jBd uio??oq s?q SOJOJ pmoAV sn?? ?Bq?
JOJ os op o? psqsiM q?oq ssjnoo
(it matters not), then continue an- thing to do, but it seems that the
Aire UIOJJ uraq? Aq papasu Sraq? psjBpsp J3AV0a 'JW ?uiod siq?
JO
"ABpuns
uo
pai?duia
sq
?snui
?V •uo;?Bj?siuirapB 3q? Aq sjpnq
other 4.02037 miles to the cliff over- captains of the ships thought that
sureoaq uoos -AUB 3J0J3JSqX ^USUISSBUBUI JO aq? n^ uo paoBid sjappBi aABq o?
the light was in the harbor of SUBO ?Bq? ?usjBddB
u
?JBd
aJB
Asq?
ssnBOsq
uoiun
aq?
Turnleytown, so they tried to sail ?I 'ABpuns o nnj ujBuiaj pinoA uiof o? psMORB aq ?ou ni* sjops souo ?B ajju?s uo o3 pmoM s^unq
-uf jo s?usuioui ?noqB ABAB ,UT right up to the light. The result Aaq? ?Bq? pire ABpjn?BS PUB 'ABp
do? ui daap oqM s?uapn?s asoq?
-unoo ireq ?Bq? p3?Bdpi?UB si ?i
-jjre? sBm jossajojd aq? sojsAqd was that they foundered on the -ud 'ABpsaupaM uo os op pmo^
?Bq? pandaj Jioug 'JK ,,'paziuBS
uj ABp jaq?o,i -sJsqoBS? pire?s rocks, and Grandad made himself usunjuna uio??oq ?Bq? puB ABp
•UIOOJ AUB -JO sq uoiun B qons pinoM MOH„
-japrai J3A3 urn i jpijq? ?,uop I
quite a fortune. Well the good -sjnqx puB 'ABpsanx 'ABpuon uo JO jreu. ?JSI sq? uo 3?Bjado ABUI uoi?ssnb sq? o? asuodsaj in;
SUBO sq? A?duia pinoA usuniunq
usunpnq do? Aiuo jaq?jnj 'uia?i
•jadBd ipns ?13U.1 people of Turnleytown
accused
•uosuiaio ?B ajaq aao PUB
?'B3 ?,UOM suioq jpM2q S?BO3 aqi Grandfather of being a thief and do? ?Bq? psppap SBA ?I 'pazjuBS aq? u?B?qo o? punoj sq ?snui UBUI
axv i!?oq jo sjs?dBqo SZIUBSJO
•JOJ pooS si ?j ?«qA ?no pajn3ij a short war followed. You have -JO ?SJIJ SJSAI suomn sq? usqyft j[unquio??oq B ireuuiunq do? B
o? UBjd SJSDBai OM? sq? AnBjn?BM
?3A jo SB i.usABq i pire saSBd probably read about it as the •fl ?ounjaa ?B uiaiqojd sjq? uo JO UOI?BJ?SIUIUIPB sq? jo jaquiaui
•sjoop s?i asop o? suBid xi ?ounj
saouauadxa
jpq?
pa?Biaj
(sjaMoa
jpijs SBq ?i -spiuojqo 3q? psflBO French and Indian War. Well sir,
B jaq?p Aq UIOOJ AUB JO apis
-aa JO U0I?8J?SIUIUipB AIPJBAVOO
■JH
puB
sioug
-JJ/I
:aiu
asno
3J3q aiqzBSBUi B aABq Aaqj,
?q3u
aq?
UIOJJ
pspaau
aq
pmoqs
Grandad decided to name it that
aq? usqAv ja?sauiss ?xau uosuiajo
•JJO ?qSp p3?urej PUB dn ?snf so it would be easy to remember. -xa) Jiopa 'JJ\[ puB sja^oa 'JW uia?i ire JI :3uiAVOnoj sq? Suronp o? jajsirej? o? 3uiuuBid a.re 's?uap
sjapmoqs Jiaq? uo SBABSI pips You couldn't possibly remember a ■SuiA?duia UBO qsBj? jo uoj?ssnb -UI SSinj 3IJ0M JO ?3S Jtt3U SJI?U3 -isaja OM? aq? 'jaj&oa 'JM X 'JH
q?T& SJ3IJ3J ssoq? jo asjq? ?noqv war by the name of the Siddle- IBpnjo sq? paujaouoo asuodsaj UB asraiojd (?SJIJ pa?sq aq pinoqs PUB spuQ o s -JH u?oa '(a
oqii pai??as ussq ?3A ?ou SBq ?i
|3UJ33( pssjj&ms B SBA ?Bqx switch and Turnleytown War,
?ounjaa) A?isjaAiun auo Aiuo ?B
8ui?sajs?uj ?soui aq? sdBqjaa
asnBoaq psproAB sq ?snui sauiBU)
•pB3q sjq jo do?B ?qSp spuBj puB now could you?
3AI?OB uaaq SBq ?Bq? s?uapn?s jo
SJ3PB3I
OAl?
3q?
'UOI?tppB
UI
dojd saoS pjBzznq ?Bq? qanoua
•psqsnqB?ss
uoiun IBUOI?BUJS?UI UB (U3UI3(Una
Anyhow, soon I was born and
ajns 'n3AV sjaojjjo asoq? jo ?spuu
•uaunjunq uio??og jo sssjSuoo-uauniuna dox
promptly
christened
Furdley usaq pBq doqs uoiun B SB uoos
sq? in puB lrapuB?s SBM ?Bq? tau
Humperdinck 4x7-13. Now tell me, SB paddrqs Suiaq o? ?uaiBA?nba -uio??oq sq? jo s?q3u 3UI?BPIA p3?Bioossv) aao-axv jo s?usp
-J32j pspssq ABJS 3io ?Bq? spje&
is that any name to stick on a kid, sq pmo& siqx 'uoiun sq? UIOJJ PIOAB o? jspjc uf ss(unq do? aq? o? -iS3Jd-oo sq? 3J3A1 ABpj3?saA snd
-o? ?qSu 'A?jnd os SATO B ^OO?
even
though he is pretty dumb. uoisindxs UBaut pinoA ?i ?Bq? PS?03UU00 UUOJ?Bld B 0? p3?03U
3q UB3UI I puB n'B? ail? 01 ?U.SP
-uoo aq pinoqs qonjA jappBi B JOJ -ureo uosuiaio aq? uo SutJBaddv
Such is fate. Well when I grew
psndsj sjspBsi sq? ApBi pp jnoA ajiu?s pmo/iv q?oq ?Bq? 'JBAaAioq
pjBzznq ato ?Bq? ?o§ i naM 'ABMB
J0?;p3 3UI3BUBIVI JaSix
up. I told my father that I wantpsjjj puB pupa aq? ?B pasiooi
AHXN30 1 HNVaj Aa
ed to go to college and become a Aq suop ussq 3ABq pmoqs ?Bq? paApsaj Anomb SBM ?I sjap
,ire dn pspBOt i os 'pjJBq sq? uj
thinking man, but he just laugh03 o? ,mqo?i ?snf SBA ?a5jood Aui
ed and told me to go to hell.
ui ?oqs2pnq ?q3nB-atqnop jo punoj
Some father I've got. So one
?Bqx •,inpre?s SBA sjaoijjo jo
qounq B ajsqm JBAO ?q3y apj;o dark night I threw him to my
o? imSaq pBq ?Bq? pjBzznq jpBiq pet shark; mother sure did need

God Bless Our Rented Room

U.S.C. students found that even slick chick mediums can't graduate them from their little
high school.

Rebel Underground Hits,
Storms Red Dot Store
By ROGER TAYLOR
Tiger Feature Writer
"Comrade, tonight the REBEL
UNDERGROUND will rendezvous
at cell rock tower at midnight."
These words were whispered to
me as I fought my way across
the loggia during the noon rush.
Adrenalin
pumped
furiously
through my body as the long
awaited moment had come. My
first meeting! At last I would be
able to serve my college and
country through the exquisite
country club, the RU.
The afternoon hours dragged
by and I made futile attempts to
study. I finally gave up in disgust. After all, who comes to college for academic reasons any•os
'sjaAOj iqSiupiiu JOJ A\aiA
9JIJ0ABJ B Sj SIUJQ ./S^UB?
jajE.vi aajqj 10 Apnjs v„
si ajn?oid siq? 10 SUIEU aqx
-JE

way? It's those extra activities we confiscated some interesting
like RU that really make the contraband. The week before, we
man.
terrorized the coed lounge, but
X-HOUR
tonight we take in our biggest
Finally the time was 11:45 and mission to date. Before another
I slipped on my JFK rubber hour of time has elapsed into the
mask and went out into the night annuls of the past, we, the memair. I cautiously made my way bers of the RU will do a great
to the geology building. All was justice for Clemson College and
still except for a few stragglers its students. We shall proceed to
coming back from Dan's. The Pendleton and destroy that den
door opened with a c eaking pro- of intemperance, the red dot
test and I climbed up the stairs store."
to the tower. My goal had alA gasp was heard in the cell
most been attained as I spied the as we, the noble knights of the
black door. I gave the code RU stared at Prophet X, our
scratch on the door, everyone heroic leader, in stunned silence.
knows that chickens scratch, and An objective as big and meaningcalled out the password, "Dishon- ful as this would stagger the
or Before Death."
imagination of anyone. For everThe barrier between me and more, all dance weekends and'
infamy opened and there sat football games would literally te
twelve masked figures around a sober events.
table which was illuminated by
Goal Reached
the rays of a solitary candle. I
Under the cloak of darkness we
am number thirteen, My thoughts slipped away from the sleeping
whispered to me, that is a sign campus toward Pendleton and
from down below. My compa- fame. At the store, Prophet X
triots all wore black clothes and smote the door with ringing blows
the regulation JFK masks. The of his mighty axe and it fell beRU operates on the principle that neath his determination. We
no one would stop a person with charged in and began smashing
so esteemed a face.
bottles and turning over shelves.
Final Test
Our fury knew no bounds and the
The member at the head of the devastation ceased only when the
table welcomed me silently and contents of the final bottle flowed
beckoned for me to sit down. across the floor into the rapidly
Twelve pairs of eyes peered at rising river of alcohol. While we
me and seemed to bore right in- twelve disciples had been doing
to my very soul. After an eter- our foul deed, Prophet X helped
nity, the leader spoke, "Welcome, himself to the money in the cash
comrade, you have passed the register for the cell treasury. Of
silence test and are now offical- course we saved a number of
ly a member of that illustrious bottles for ourselves, because onbrotherhood, of men seeking to ly fools practice what they
place prejudice and ignorance preach.
most high, the REBEL UNDERAfter drinking ourselves into an
GROUND. My chest swelled with inebriated stupor, we, the mighty
pride until I felt it would burst. warriors of the RU, staggered
Now I was in on the ground floor away from our insidious crime
in the struggle against freedom and back to our waiting beds. I Pio sjq? paoi?ou i uaq& 'aun?
and liberty.
was jubilant for nothing could poo3 ?qSu B ,uiABq SBA I jp!A
I was curious as to the name halt us now. THE REBEL UN•nxip Aaq? sjaqM pxaij ?Bq? o?
of our meeting room and asked DERGROUND WILL STRIKE ?no papBaq puB un3 jB3q pjJBq
how it was derived. Our leader, AGAIN.
siqnop Am dn psqqBj3 I 'sSunj?
Prophet X, replied that it was
jo ?no ?jai sq o? auo ?ou ?nq 'aui
called a cell because of it simio? AZBJO jo pupi pasiooi ?i -J3q?33
larity to the Communist meeting ?U3pn?s JOJ utu [p i aAatjaq I -o? jo pu?3[ 'punojB sun3 jisq?
place of the same name, and
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Sacred Mission
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gort
Hey, SORT/.
what'cha doin'
in there?

THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College"
IVe just invented
what I believe
to be the
'ultimate weapon.'

What?\tou
dare to dream
of improving
tne cfcib?

I do

■WHPHEI

- SNIPT

Letters To Tim
Gripe, Gripe,
Gripe

of either the penitentiary or the
mad house in Columbia. There I
say to my followers that we must
resort to low-handed modes of
operation. First, we can express
our disapproval to the administration, which will do no good;
second, we may take the matter
up with the student government,
which will not do any good either;
or we may Just contain our gripes
and bravely struggle on under the
load of Saturday quizzes. Whatever your views are I feel that
you will no doubt take one of
three courses outlined above. If
you have any new ideas, write
to me at my secret headquarters
in the Clemson House, Suite 9065,
or to my summer home in the
Bahamas, or to my national
headquarters in Washington. Be
of good cheer!
Stribble Zelldunck
Class of 73

Dear Tim,
It seems that this space in the
Tiger is filled every week with
student complaints. Therefore I
would like to have my complaint
printed in this space as soon as
possible. My name is Stribble
Zelldunck, and I have been majoring in E.E. for 5 years. During
this time I have suffered many
injustices at the hands of several professors whose names I
will not mention for obvious reasons.
The one main gripe that I have
is the fact that some professors
insist on giving quizzes on Saturday morning. For the past three
years I have never missed having
a quiz on Saturday morning. That
is a record that I am proud to
have. Another record that I am
proud to own is that of never
having passed a quiz on Saturday morning in 3 years. Now my
parents think that something
should be done about this and so
do I, but I can't seem to figure Dear Tim,
out what to do. It is bad enough It is with great Joy that I note
failing a quiz during the week, the return of spring to the little
but to have one on Saturday and world that is Clemson. At last we
fail it too, is another matter. students can hide away our sun
Now this problem is insignificant lamps and go outside and soak
to many students, but to those up some real ultraviolets.
who are in the same boat I say Of course the many grassy
it is high time that we make areas around the dorms are
ourselves heard by the cold, im- wholly unacceptable as sunning
personal administration. Revolt, spots because of the bugs and the
downtrodden members of our dis- ever present danger of a runaway lawn mower. But there is a
tinct clique, revolt!!
Now as I see it there are sev- solution however. Up on the roof
eral possible solutions, but I do tops lies Clemson's own little pebnot dare carry them out because ble beach. This sequestered spot
I do not wish to see the inside with its wonderful atmosphere

200-Proof
Suggestion

and the excitement of breaking
the rules is ideal for getting a
tan.
There are two problems which
need to be cured while the season is yet young. First, it seems
that the number of students who
have learned to appreciate the
finer things in life increases each
year. This means that students
are crowded closer and closer to
the areas which are in plain
sight of the dormitory office.
Since it is absolutely imperative
that these facilities be expanded
to accommodate all students who
desire to use them, I suggest that
a fence, of a style in keeping
with that of the dormitories, be
built, screening the roof from
the view of the dormitory office.
The second problem arises
from the antennas which are
strung over the roof in a haphazard manner. Some of these
wires have been known to give
sunning students quite a jolt.
This is certainly a most dangerous and undesirable situation. It
could easily be remedied if students would remove their radio
antennas now that the weather is
warm enough for pebble beach
to be used. An alternate solution
would be to have the physical
plant send a man with insulated
wire clippers up to the roof to
remove the offending antennas.
I'm sure that the solution of
the above problems will result in
a healthier and happier student
body.
Thank you very kindly.
Sincerely,
Ivan Sippin' Scotch
Class of '65%

The Truth About Mrs. G.

Danger In The Dungeon, Or
Terror In The Tin Cans

Eave on,
you fool /

dare to
dream /

Take Me To
Your Leader
Dear Tim,
Some months ago I landed on
this planet which is called Earth.
My home is 675 light years away
from this orb. My means of travel is by flying saucer or as your
foolish Air Force calls us
U.F.O.'s. At first my mission was
of a strictly secretive type. I was
sent by my government to recon
noiter your planet as a possible
place to base our reserve saucer
fleet. Now my mission has changed drastically. It is now a matter
of pure and simple survival.
During my trip to your planet
my saucer was hit by a meteorite, and the guidance system was
badly damaged. Instead of landing in some secluded region, I
came down upon a populated area
which I have come to discover
as an institution of higher (?)
learning. It is well known to many
of your earthlings as Clemson College, or at least I think it is well
known. In any event I landed on
this vast expanse of green turf
known as the "Hole", or "Death
Valley". While I was extricating
my carcass from the wreckage I
witnessed several groups of earthlings engaged in self-suicide or
as it is known on earth, football.
It was quite a spectacle, and I
would like to say that I enjoyed
it very much. Only one thing
puzzles me: Who was the little
fat man standing around yelling
at everybody? He can command
a very useful form of the English language which up to that
time I was totally unfamiliar
with. I must remember those
words, so I can tell my people
about this game when I return.
Which reminds me, I am getting
off of my subject.
After this interesting spectacle
I wandered about your spacious
campus and observed your many
new housing structures, especially the big connected one, which
I believe the residents refer to as
the "tin cans" or other such picturesque names. Any way as I
was strolling across the big concrete desert known as the quadrangle, I was severly injured by
an unidentified flying object which
I later found out to be a Pepsi
bottle. Now my gripe is this. If
those animals which are caged up
in the tin cans can't behave as
they should then I will be forced
to vaporize a few the next time
I am subjected to such an attack.
I feel that they should be chained
up in detention cells before, between, and after classes so that
they win not injure any of my
fellowmen when we invade the
Earth. Thank you for your time
and attention in this matter.
Thor-Giv
Member: Inter-Galactic
Counsel

By JOHN FOWLER
Tiger Drama Expert
Today the entire comp- und is
intense with excitement. The Gestapo is preparing to pounce on
the Ghetto. Everyone waits in terrified apprehension. Somewhere a
poor soul finds his teeth chattering, and he cannot control them.
The doors at the end of the
long corridor suddenly swing open
and the imposing figure of the
monitor appears.
Silhouetted
against the bright background, he
has the appearance of a superman. His face wears a confident
expression, one of superiority, and
a clipboard hangs ominously at
his side. Everything hushes, even
the chattering teeth. The occupants stand stock-still, afraid to
move.
The inspector enters the first
compound, and after about thirty
seconds a piercing scream comes
from the room.
"Poor fellows", my comrade
whispers to me, "they must have
gone over the quota. Everyone
knows that the quota is six. No
more." I look around and notice
that we have five. We will be
safe. I had to throw three out
the window to reduce our total to
five. I might have been caught
and severely punished, but it was
a risk I had to take. I had waited until it was dark to throw
them, so I wouldn't be seen. The
tinkling sound of them hitting the
pavement below and breaking
echoed through the quiet night.

family that size living in a shoe.
Ridiculous! It just goes to show
you that housing conditions were
just as bad then as they are now.
Now we come to the sad case
of Humpty Dumpty who couldn't
sit on a wall without falling off.
As to whether he lost his balance
or was pushed (horrid thought)
we must leave this question open
to discussion. If he was a sufferer from vertigo then he could be
considered a prime candidate for
the infirmary (our infirmary,
what else). Anyway off of the
way he fell, and as the story
goes, "all the king's horses and
all the king's men couldn't put
Humpty Dumpty back together
again." Which just goes to show
what they teach you in R.O.T.C.
The College Bookstore anthese days. My word! They couldnounced that a special lown't even put a Humpty Dumpty
price sale will be held this seback together. How absurd.
mester from April 11-April 17.
Finally we examine the case of
All prices on agricultural, texLittle Miss Muffet who sat on a
tile, and engineering textbooks
tuffet and met that infamous
will be reduced from 1/4 to 1/2.
spider. That will teach her where
All supplies, such as paper,
to sit, and where not to sit. As
pencils, ink, slide rules, tables,
for the curds and whey; if you
charts, etc., will be reduced as
have ever had any of this delicmuch as 1/2. The Bookstore is
ious mixture you'd swear that it
holding this sale because many
came from the dining hall. That
students have complained that
takes care of Little Miss Muffet
it charges unfair prices, and it
and her tuffet.
is going to show these students
After reading the above info I
that it can act fairly and
hope that your ideas which you
have clung to from childhood
squarely when it wants to. The
hours on each of these days
are not too badly damaged by
will be from 9:00-10:00 in the
my sharp wit. HA, HA. I hope
morning, and from 1:00-2:00 in
you don't mind my plug for mythe afternoon. As usual the
self, because I desperately need
store will be closed half a day
the publicity to inflate my failon Saturday and all day Suning ego. Well, that about wraps
day. This is your opportunity
up the inside poop on the Mother
By ROGER TAYLOR
Goose Caper. I will be sure and
to stock up on your textbook
Tiger Feature Writer
let my readers know if I am sued
requirements now at reduced
Flash!
"WSBF" interrupts this
for
libel
by
the
old
lady
and
her
savings, so be sure and be
crazy cronies. So long for now, program to bring you an importhere.
tant news bulletin. A giant amoeba has escaped from Long Hall
and is terrorizing the campus.
This amoeba was developed by
«!#»»
secret growth drugs and is ten
feet tall and eight feet wide. Students are warned to stay in
their rooms, and a group of six
students in the same room will
be considered a convention. Clemson's all-seeing photographers will
be in action. Students are warned of grave consequences if they
appear on candid camera.
I rushed out of my room and
over to Long Hall. You may ask
what I'm doing out of my room
where I had been instructed to
stay. Well, I'm a member of the
elite upper echelon, the High
Court, and therefore I don't have
to obey rules.
Everything was in a complete
shambles inside the lab from
where the amoeba got his freedom. Those at the scene were
either in shock or in hysterics,
but I finally managed to find
that this formerly minute, onecelled organism had devoured the
professor and six of his students
including the class's only coed
which he ate first. This incident
goes to prove that even an amoeba can have good taste.
The amoeba was last seen
heading in the direction of the
We at Clemson are indeed fortunate to have such a fine recreational area as Hartwell Lake so McGinty House where he was
confronted by the mighty US
near. Color it slimy green.
By RONALD HENDERSON
Tiger Feature Writer
Many, or perhaps all of you,
have had the Mother Goose stories read to you by your mother
or some other individual close to
you. At that time, in your tender
years, you no doubt drank up
every word and being very gullible you no doubt believed every
word. Well, in this here story the
real low down poop on Mother
Goose and her cronies will be revealed. I only hope that after you
have read this article, I presume that you will read it (you'd
better, or else), that none of your
fond images will be reduced to

Savings Galore

dust. Hang on to your crib, and
away we go!
As we all know (or do we?) Mother Goose was a lovable, old
hag who got her kicks out of
making up these crazy old stories
and rhymes for all good little
kids to read while they sucked
their thumbs. Well, since the
truth must be told, she wasn't
really a lovable old hag, but instead a greedy, grasping, old
battleaxe who had a great aversion towards money in all its
forms. She was a fraud, and she
should be banned from the Bookstore, and should never again be
required reading for all ignorant, unknowning freshmen. No
offense to all you rats out there
in radio land.
In addition to her we all remember some of her characters
whose lives were bared for us to
read. Chicken Little, Old Mother
Hubbard, Humpty Dumpty, Little
Miss Muffet and all the rest.
Each of these characters were
pretty slack and deserve whatever fate they got. Chicken Little was a real nut for running
around yelling that the sky was
falling. Apparently he must have
majored in aeronautical engineering at Carolina, if they happen to
be qualified to teach such a subject. Everybody knows that the
sky can't possibly fall, or can it?
To heck with him anyway.
O. M. H. (Old Mother Hubbard) was another one who is
ready for a trip to the funny
farm. Anybody with 12 kids is
bound to be a little looney. Of
course we all know how she got
those 12 children, don't we? Who
ever heard of a stork missing a
shoe. And who ever heard of a
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Luckily I wasn't caught.
Now the overseer enters the
next room. Again comes the
'rightful cry. They have discovered some contraband equipment, I
deduce. In their discrimination
against us, they have allowed us
only the bare necessities of life.
Modern conveniences are contraband. Some of us have them, but
we must keep them hidden. They
pull out our fingernails if they
find us with them.
He swaggers on down the corridor. Now he stops at our door. A
loud thud, and I call the room to
attention. My partner and I stand
rigidly straight and still, and I say
mechanically: "Good morning,
Sir. Room 714 is prepared for inspection." He appears not to notice us at first. He looks around,
his keen eyes not missing a single
detail. He counts five and is noticeably displeased that we have
not exceeded our quota. Looking
around, he mumbles "Crease in
bedspread" and makes a mark on
his clipboard. My heart sinks.
From the corner of his eye he notices my frown. "What's the matter? Can't you take a little discipline?", he scowls. I know better than to answer. He possesses
the absolute power of expelling us
into utter darkness, so I reply:
"Yes, sir." I hope I sound convincing.
Next he steps in front of my
friend. Pointing to the receptacle
on the floor, he asks gruffly:
"When did you last empty this?"

My compatriot starts to shake and
he stammers: "Sir?...". Taking
fate in my hands, I hastily improvise: "Sir, I emptied it yesterday at 3:45." He doesn't believe
this, of course. He knows that we
broke the four o'clock curfew —
but he has no proof, so he merely gives me a cold look and says
nothing.
He looks around and rapidly
writes something else on the clipboard. Then he tears off the paper, places it on the desk, and

Occupants of Room

ly used for a heat reflector. An
odor of rancid cigar smoke pervaded the room, and the sound
of his blaring radio soon started.
The dining hall may wonder
where its sugar containers, salt
and pepper shakers, and utensils
disappear to. Well, it seems as
though this individual had his
share of the loot.
His closet doors were open, and
the condition of the contents was
worse than any freshman's closet
could have been. In the upper
closet was an unconcealed still.
It seems that theseinstruments
for making happiness are popular throughout this area, but now
the rooms come installed with
their separate stills—hall supervisor's rooms, that is.
In the other part of the closet
was an iron, coffee pot, and a
few other articles forbidden in
everyone else's room. Also, there
were two bottles on the shelf. I
took the liberty of taking the lids
off and smelling the contents.
One contained wax, and the
other contained the product from
the still.
Upon seeing all of this conglomeration of "forbidden" articles in
a hall supervisor's room, I completely forgot what I was going
to ask him. And I willingly excused myself and hastily left the
hall by the nearest exit, never
looking back.
If you ever get lost in a dorm,
and if you value your life, do not
ask for the whereabouts, of the
hall supervisor.
Attention: information has just
been received that a total of
twenty students have been lost.
If you see them, please help
them find their way out before
they contact a hall supervisor.

I >f

Your room was inspected today and
found to be in:
Excellent
Good
Fair
BelowAverage
Poor
• condition

a
□

□
□

(Date)

(Hall Counselor)

"

Requiem For A Dance Weekend
By JOHN FOWLER
Tiger Poet Laureate

Reporter Loses Mind
By WILLIAM M. BROWN
Tiger Feature Writer
Have you ever been lost in the
dorms? It is really a common occurrence, and just last week it
happened to me. I was walking
through the dorms and somewhere between the A and F sections, I became lost in the maze
of halls.
The hall where the situation
took place was no ordinary one.
At one end of it were a half
dozen students actively participating in a wrestling match, in
the middle were some students
playing a game of tennis, and at
the far end were some throwing
balls at coke bottles.
I asked one of the students
watching the wrestling match
where the hall supervisor was,
and he told me that the hall
supervisor was the tall, strong individual winning the wrestling
match.
When the wrestling was over,
I went over and asked the hall
supervisor if I could speak with
him in private, so he politely took
me to his room. He seemed like
a nice fellow, that is, until we
walked into his room. The room
looked (and maybe still does) like
some creation that would show
up in MAD. After he turned on
the lights, I saw that the dust
on the floor and the blinds was
at least a fourth of an inch thick.
Also, it seemed to be rather dark
in the room for it to be in the
afternoon, but this question was
solved after a closer inspection:
the windows were covered with
a coating of dirt and grime.
The walls of the room were
covered with cartoons and pinups, and the windows had aluminum foil taped to them, evident-

leaves without saying anything
else. My comrade and I pounce
for the paper, and with shaking
hands I hold it before my eyes.
It says:
We both burst into tears, rejoicing. What wild ecstasy! For a
moment the backbreaking hour*
of labor take on some meaning.
The occupants of room 714 have
passed room inspection ones
again, by the skin of their collective teeth.

In little wordless words
Of silent ecstasy
The cooing of the birds
My true love gave to me.
Her lips, they begged for kisses sweet,
Her misty eyes for love.
Her gentle spirit did entreat
And beg like a wild dove.
But oh, that dear mouth framed
Words that made me numb,
When suddenly my dear exclaimed:
"Get lost, you bum."

Tips For Better Bridge
xxx

XXX
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H-XX
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C- XX
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D- K
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take the trick with the Queen.
By MIKE McKEE
TIGER Feature Card Sharp Therefore, at trick two South
This hand was actually led the Jack of Diamonds, East
played last fall in the Fall Na- played low, and South played
tionals in Arizona. Although his King, crossing his fingers
all of the small details may at the same time. West, hownot be correct, all of the key ever, pulled his card too quickcards are in the right place. ly and played the Ace of
This hand was played many Hearts! Furthermore, not notictimes, as those of you who are ing what he had done, he imfamiliar with duplicate bridge mediately led his Ace of Clubs
know; but at one table the re- to start the next trick. This,
naturally, resulted in all sorts
sult was unique.
;
The bidding proceeded in a of complic» ons. First, since
normal manner. South, holding the next trick had been led
Army. As these brave souls were Bashful Baron bellowed, "Git out a hand worth about eighteen to, the Ace of Hearts was a
without any weapons, these be- of heah, boy, cause I'll eat you points playing in spades, played card, and the renege
ing locked securely at the Quart- before you can eat me." The opened the bidding with one was established. Second, since
ermaster's, a mass exodus took amoeba hastily took his appetite spade, could support any other West had played the Ace of
place out the back door. The
suit his partner chose to bid Hearts, South's King of Dialegendary Captain Marvel decid- elsewhere, where he ate two stu- and therefore made a takeout monds won the trick; and
dents in a Volkswagon, car and
ed to save the world by defeating
double for his partner to bid. therefore, West had led out of
the monster in hand to hand com- all.
North naturally passed with turn. According to the rules of
bat, no holds barred. He planned Panic and hysteria had broken his weak hand; and East, al- duplicate bridge, when someone
to go around his foe's left flank loose all over the campus by though he had nice spades, had leads or plays a card out of
and to execute a rear attack. Un- now. The members of Clemson's too weak a hand to leave the turn, except the Declarer, the
fortunately for the courageous once proud police force had eith- double in. He therefore bid two card is ruled an exposed card
Captain, his shoelace was untied er run away screaming at seeing diamonds. South next bid two and must be played at the
That
and he tripped over it, violating the monster, or had simply re- spades with his powerful hand FIRST opportunity!
the principle of war, surprise. signed when first hearing of him. in spite of his partner's pass. would be the next time that
The amoeba, hearing the thud as There was no opposition at all, West passed, since his partner that particular suit is led or
Marvel hit the ground, turned and so this result of modern had shown less than ten points whenever the person in quesaround and, executing a frontal science slowly ate his way along, by not making a jump response tion cannot follow suit. South,
assault, promptly ate the dear, leaving a trail of madras wallets, and he has already shown the therefore, led his Ace of
something he just wouldn't eat, full value of his hand by mak- Spades at trick three; and havdeparted Captain up.
ing the take-out double. North ing no more spades, West was
Now the amoeba was free to as grim souvenirs of the havoc
passed again, and East now forced to throw his Ace of
rampage at will and slithered he reaped.
doubled for penalties. The Clubs.
slowly down the road past the in- At exactly five o'clock, just hand was then passed around Now, to take a quick look at
firmary. This is where I first saw ninety short minutes after he had the table at two spades dou- what happened, West lost his
him. He was indescribably hid- escaped, the amoeba with the
Ace of Hearts because he
bled.
eous and after he looked at me ravenous appetite spied students
A close look at the hand will played it on a diamond trick;
hungrily and moved in my direc- entering the dining hall. He sly- reveal that the bid should be he lost his Ace of Diamonds
tion, I decided to follow orders ly followed them inside and saw set one trick. South must lose because South had no more
after all and I retired to my to his delight hundreds of juicy to West's three aces, and he diamonds!
South, therefore, took tricks
room quickly.
ripe students. The students, not must also lose three spade
because he now had to lose
This impressive creature con- wishing to be part of the amoe- tricks.
tinued his wanderings and was ba's menu, fled en masse. The
West's opening lead was his only three spade tricks. Hownext reported in front of the Field obviously disappointed, but not singleton spade, which South ever, the rules state that if a
House where he was accosted by daunted, amoeba made his way took in Dummy's hand with the side which reneges during the
Frank Howard. The amoeba sized to the serving lines. He saw all King. South, realizing that course of a hand takes any
the head coach up as a tasty the food and gulped pan after West's lead had probably been tricks subsequent to the remorsel while Coach Howard toy- pan down. Suddenly he stopped a singleton, has only one nege, it must suffer a two-trick
ed with thoughts of signing the and with one final moan, collapsed chance to make the bid. If East penalty. Therefore, Declarer
tremendous to a grant-in-aid as on the floor and died. The dining held the Ace of Diamonds (he took twelve tricks (four more
a candidate for the football team. hall's food had struck again and had bid them) and he led the than he had bid) and made six
He dismissed these thoughts, sad- the monster lay slain on the Jack of Diamonds from Dum- spades — two spades doubled
ly realizing that the amoeba floor. The world was saved; my, East might not take his with four doubled overtricks on
would never be eligible. The THREE CHEERS FOR THE ace, thinking that South would a hand where he should hav«
let the Jack go »nd West would been set one trick!
amoeba, slithered closer to the DINING HALL.
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Effect Of Drugs Studied

Fool J Vour
What ? Vou
With knowledge
most daring
doubt the
doubt increases \
I Hey.GOCT! I have dream is
By CLARK ROWLEY
impenetrability
6reat intellects
■now neutralized
obsolescent?
of my
are skeptical .♦
"Drugs? Junkies? Pushers?
your bow & arrow * ,~x
stone shield ?
Skid Row? Tulane University? ?
What next?"
Many things! As a part of an
experiment on the effect of
drugs on behavior, 130 students and numerous supervisors gathered in the Cram
Room of the University Center
on Saturday, Mar. 9.
Each of the students performed several tests upon arriving.
teeWL
Such things as writing the al
' This time
X call it
phabet upside down and describ"*U»4«IIj you've been
•metal".
ing one's present state of alert! out-thunk. H0
ness and capability were dis6ort.» *"»
pensed with. After a short break
envelopes containing pills were
passed out. Each student found
that he was either taking a
"sleeping pill" or a "pep pill."
The pills were consumed.
For several more hours the experiment
continued,
during
which time more writing tests
were administered. The original
tests were repeated, everybody's
pulse was taken several times;
and visual perception tests were
A ditty to the tuns of "Buckle Down Winsocki" is given. Finally, forms were filled
out by each student telling how
as follows:
he had thought the drug affected
him.
Truckle down, instructors, truckle down!
Students Duped
1
We can win, instructors, if you truckle down,
And then the surprise! It was
announced that no drugs to inGive the star an A
duce sleep had been given out.
So that he can play
Instead, Dexedrine or sugar had
The alums all pray you truckle down.
been in the pills. After lunch,
the experiment ended.
We need dough, instructors, lots of dough;
The experiment was sponAnd we'll get lots of it if the team can go
sored by the National Institute
of Health and directed by the
To the next bowl game,
Department of Psychology of
So avert the blame,
Tulane. The reason for the deIt would be a shame if you refuse to truckle down,
ception of the subjects was to
find out, as Dr. Fisher of the
Every football star is here for free;
Institute of Health said, if "a
. So you'd better show some loyalty.
drug has the same effect as
what the individual is expectWe'll get three new buildings if you knuckle down.
ing it to have." In other words,
did subjects told that they had
Flunk the quarterback
a "sleeping pill" try to sleep,
And you'll get the sack,
even if they had been given
So just join the pack
Dexedrine or sugar.
And go ahead and truckle down!
Along with studying the psy—September Esquire chological effects, the National
Institute of Health was interested in the actual effects of Dexedrine.
No Lag In Talk
The experiment seemed enjoyable to a large number of the
subjects. Although there were
three boys to every girl, conversation did not lag, except among
some students, who went to
sleep. The ratio results from the
proportion of male and female
volunteers.
Double-Blind Study
The test, this type called the
placebo test, was a double blind
study in that neither the subjects nor the administers knew
what the individual subject was
receiving. The purpose of the
visual tests, the dexterity tests,
and the observations was to find
the effect of the drug among the
four groups.

+ ***'»&

Truckle Down, Instructors

After A Bad Year

So They Say

"Gentlemen, this tree constitutes Clemson's entire forest reserve."

Some say that boys work their
way through school working for
C D A—even support their families back home, what's so strange
about that? The TAPS boys have
been doing it for years and they
don't even work.
W. I. B.
THE TIGER 1940

Lab Can Be Fun

The groups were those two
formed who were told they
had a "sleeping pill" but really
had sugar or Dexedrine, and
the two groups formed which
were told they had Dexedrine
and had Dexedrine or sugar.
The data from each group will
be correlated, a score given,
and an average found.
Tulane was chosen for the experiment for several reasons.
There was a large number of potential subjects. Drs. Arnold and
Helene Gerall of the Department
of Psychology are both interested
in the study of drugs and drug

effects, and the planners of the
experiment knew that they would
have the necessary co-operation.
A sampling of subjects from the
South was necessary. The cooperation of the administration
was expected, Tulane being regarded as a progressive institution.
Dr. Gerall feels that the experiment was a success. "Cooperation was so excellent that
I feel this experiment will give
some answers." More studies
at Tulane are planned in the
future.

King For A Day Is On The Air
By EARLE SMITH
Tiger Feature Writer
Ladies and gentlemen, we have
four very interesting guests on
our program today — Mr. Parent, Mr. Student, Mr. Professor,
and Mr. Administration. Mr. Parent, would you please tell our
audience your problems, and what
you want so that you might ease
them
Well, its about my young Percy. Poor fellow, he's too young
to be out in this hard, cruel
world. Why it just seems like
yesterday when ... Well, to get
back to the point, everybody picks
on Percy, and I can't understand
why. He made some bad grades
last semester. I can't understand
why; he did so well in high
school. I think that his professors
are being unfair to him. I want
him to get a good job and make
a lot of money, and I want everybody to like him.
Okay Mr. Professor, would you
like to tell your story? . . . Well,
to start-off, I would like to tell
you what I want most. I want
to be able to flunk everybody in
my class if I so desire with no
argument from the parents, students, or administration; I want
the students to get everything exactly correct; and I want a new
grade book with at least fifty percent of the spaces already filled
out with "F's". Another one of
my big peeves Is this blasted
Student Government! They are
nothing but a bunch of files
swarming around my head and
pestering me. They are really harmless, and I try to pay
them no heed, but every now and
then, they do get on my nerves.
Finally, I want more pay, fewer
working hours, smarter students,
more paid vacations, an automatic grading
machine, and absolutely no excused or unexcused
cuts in my class
Our next guest is Mr Administration. Mr. Administration, will
you please tell us your story
?
Well, I really don't want much.

I usually get anything I want one
way or the other. I want everything to operate without any problems. I would like to have
"Wointz" back to punt for me
again next year; I would like a
larger portion of the activities fee
to go to the athletic department;
and I want twice as many days
for spring practice with an allday scrimmage
on
Sundays.
"Ya know, I gotta look out fer
ma boys." One other thing, One
of my staff would like a weekly
wax job on his "Olds."
Our next guest is Mr. Student
Mr. Student, would you like to
tell us about your problems
?
Well Sir, I'll start and you tell
me when you've heard enough. I
would like to have unlimited class
cuts as I learn very little when
I go to class. I would like to experience the feeling of having
less than five quizzes the Monday
after dance weekends. I would
like to know what It is that they
serve in the dining hall since I
do pay for it, and why I can't
get my dessert if I forget to
get it when I go through the line.
I would like to be able to unload
my car within three miles of the
dormitories, without having to
contribute
to the policemen's
spending money. I would like Mr.
Administration and Mr. Professor
to use the same policies. I would
appreciate it very much if I could
decide if I want to go to a dance
instead of being required to go in
some instances. Another thing
That's enough I think, Mr. Student. I'm sure that the audience
got a general idea of your problems. Now for the voting. The
audience will applaud for the candidate it feels is the most in
need.
Mr. Parent is our first guest...
(no sound); Mr. Professor is our
second guest .... (no sound);
Mr. Administration is our third
guest .... (no sound); Mr Student is our last guest ... (loud
applause). Well, it looks like the
audience has unanimously selected
Mr. Administration.
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Seldom,
among the modern
movies, is an entire theatrical
production dedicated to the illustration of a single point. Movies
have settled into the pattern of
either bursting with high adventure or putting no point across
whatsoever.
"Billy Budd," on the other hand,
resorted to the sea as its stompTHIS IS CLEMSON, a 45 minute color film featuring Bob Cummings will be presented in the
Chemistry auditorium Thursday
(April 4) at 7:30 p.m. The movie is a service of the Clemson
College Circle "K" Club. Admission is free.
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ing ground in this picture, and
assembled a collection of old seamen to portray an incident in
which "law" and "justice" not
only collided, but demanded an
obvious distinction. The pity of
the situation was the fact that law
eventually won over justice, despite an obviously necessary time
for justice to prevail.
Centering around a young character named, ironically,
Billy
Budd, the plot called for casting
an unmistakably innocent and
naive merchant seaman among a
breed of people found on the warships of old. The warships of those
times represented the utmost in
law, obedience, discipline, and
the dire need for each of these.
The story involved, other than
Budd, specific characters who
represented the causes for such
distinctions between forces as law
and justice, which obviously need
to be compatible. There was, for
example, a "Master at Arms,"
who was theoretically in charge
Of maintaining discipline among
the crew. For the picture, however, his duty was to portray
the embittered souls who have
been wronged at one time or another and live for the time of
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ACROSS
29. Exhale quickly with one's
1. An alliterative name of a
mouth puckered up.
nauseous sweet brew.
30. What one dare not attempt
8. Rend in a pseudo-straight
to do to his buddy's date.
line.
31. Order of the Arrow (abbrev.)
9. Best with Coca-cola (argu32. Keyed up with eager desire
mentative)
or interest.
10. Clemson meals of late seem
35. A Texas institution iabbrev.)
to
36. A Coffin Nail, cancer-stick,
12. What most girls aren't, but
or fag (slang).
should be as the average
Clemson man hasn't got 38. What the Tiger does for
time to maneuver or finagle.
Clemson College (sing).
14. Air Force Institute of Tech- 39. A first name;
nology (abbrev.)
Torme.

for example,

w
T

■* *
DOWN

1. What a fellow should do
early In the day when touring at Tiffany's.
2. McGinty House sycophant*
are classified as
. (abbrev.)
3. Half the width of an em.
4. A Shakespearian villain.
5. Dr. Yang's clandestine nickname.
6. You are (Latin, I think)
7. What every prof, loves to do.
11. When a girl can give you the
most trouble.

15. Acculation for a guitar; also, 40. Every
adventure - seeking
13. A color, usually associated
a tool or weapon.
male should pack one.
with polka-dot bikinis.
16. A floating, fake duck minus 42. This is a gift, because I 17. Cathode (abbrev.)
can't think up a darn thing
the first letter.
19. A tall, "S"-shaped symbol in
for this one: T A
18. Charlie had one nickel, and
math is an
sign.
45.
A
French
sex-symbol
(abis still riding on the
.
21. Vowels, in order.
brev.)
20. A small bear.
46. Heard when leaving a diffi- 22. Clumsy.
23. Not ragged.

cult quiz, "I've been

!" 26. A musical instrument.

48. A Department at Clemson.

24. The greatest of the five hu49. To catch a Polar Bear, kick
man senses.
him right in the
_
hole!
25. An asp with a mighty grip.
50.
_
___ .
Simpson
27. Math majors have to work
(initials of initiator of an
with a square one.
award)

33. Leave.

28. The common vowels, in or- 51. Train (abbrev.)
der.
52. Hen-fruit.

37. A body part.

their revenge on the human race
—at any cost.
By taking this warped person
and pitting him against the supposedly faultless Billy Budd, law
and justice were unmistakeably
headed for a run-in. The Master
at Arms, determined to break
those under him in an evergradual process, as he had with
previous crews on the sly, soon
found that he could not for the
life of him arouse hatred from
the naive Budd.
Arousing no obvious hatred
through smaller tactics, the Master at Arms was forced to think
bigger—to call for a definite showdown between the two of them—
and
planned
an.
accusation
against young Budd that would
destroy one of the two of them.
Finally accusing Budd, with the
Captain of the ship as a witness,
the Master at Arms forced the
seaman to take a stand against
him, which Billy had never done
against anyone.
Instead of verbally defending
himself, Budd, who had a speech
impediment that prevented him
from being able to utter a sound
when he was painfully hurt,
struck the Master at Arms a

blow that proved to be fatal. Budd
was tried—law against justice—
in a military court, where each
member
of
the court readily
agreed that he was, in fact, innocent of crime under the long
series of events preceding the
event.
Eventually, though, in the "line
of duty" and "how would this
look to an outsider on the record"
themes, Budd was found guilty
of murder by five men—the same
who were convinced he was innocent—and hanged from the highest yardarm. All in the theatre,
wrapped up in the adventure and
forgetting the theme, were aghast
at the hanging—as was the crew,
the captain, even the jury— all
but those who left the theatre disappointed that Budd had been
sacrificed, but aware of the painful fact that law and justice are,
of course, not often synonymous
terms.

//

34. What one feels after drinkinf
awhile.
36. A unit of magnetic flux.
41.

"

43. ,

Sesame."
Kappa Delta.

44. A poem suited to be set to
music and sung or chanted,
originally by a chorus moving rhythmically; esp., such
a poem characterized by nobility of sentiment and dignity of style.
47
_ .
. Elrod (initials)

Annual Alibi
The college yearbook staff
made the announcement today
that due to contract difficulties
with the printer, the price of
the forthcoming volume of
TAPS must be raised to $8.50.
It is felt that this slight increase in price can be absorbed
by the students who have already placed orders for the
next volume of TAPS. Also
this is the last year of the
contract with said printer who
has put the old shaft to our
student body. The staff offers
its most regretful apologies for
the sudden inconvenience
which this price raise has
caused.

Damnyankees At Clemson?

You Are There

'Boy, if they think Tequila is great, wait till they get a load of this."

a
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Movie Shows Difference Between Law, Justice
Law
and
justice
are not
synonymous
terms—they often
produce, in fact, almost opposite
results. This is an admittedly
questionable statement, but was
the theme of the movie, "Billy
Budd," which recently appeared
at Clemson. The story was almost as old as the theme, but
succeeded once again in putting
its point across to the public very
well.

■ J

Tiger Cussword Puzzle No. 2

If you ask me, I think Mr. Lindberg would rather go by himself."

Happy April Fool's [Burp]

//
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Baseballers Win Two
In Trip To Fla. State
By FRED CLEAVES
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson's baseball team came
back from Florida this past weekend with 2-2 record. The Tigers
beat Navy 17-4 and Florida State
12-7. They lost to the Semtnoles
by 10-7 and 12-3. A few high
points of the games for the
Tigers included the hard hitting
of Johnny Jones and Petey
Ayoub, and the fine all round
play of Stan Ayers. The pitching
had both some good and bad
spots.
In the first game with Florida State last Thursday, Tommy
Lyons gave up 8 of the Seminole's 10 runs in absorbing the

Friday, March 29, 1963

UNC Sweeps 880 Against Clemson

defeat. Lyons had difficulty getting the ball over the plate;
something
unusual for the
crafty left-hander. In the second game, Sophomore Tommy
"hot dog" Chapman went the
route in winning the second
game against the Seminoles by
a 12-7 score. Chapman, like
Lyons, had trouble getting the
ball over. But the fact that he
had an off day and was still
strong in finishing the game
although having to throw a lot
of pitches is a good sign.

nole catcher, Buddy Teagle, connected for a grand slammer off
of Wrenn in that inning to go
into a 6-3 lead. Smith was credited with the loss as Florida State
went on to win by a 12-3 score.
Clemson met Navy in their final game, and carried off a 17-4
victory. Damon Vincent got the
win, giving up one run in the 6
innings he pitched.
The leading hitters for Clemson during the 4 games were
Petey Ayoub, second basemancatcher, with 9 hits in 15 at bat.
In the third game Dale Smith Center fielder Johnny Jones was
started and was relieved by 10 for 18 and had a few hard
Wrenn in the third inning with hit. drives caught. He also got
Clemson leading 3-1. The Semi- one of the Tigers' two homers.
Stan Ayers got the other homer
and was on base with either a hit
TENNIS EQUIPMENT
or base on balls all weekend.
SLAZENGER and Wilson—Rackets, Balls, etc. Ayers turned in fine fielding
North Carolina runners Bennet and Little are shown as they finish the first lap of the 880
Converse Shoes
$7.95 performances in showing versa- yard run. The race was won by their teammate Stuver in a sparkling time of 1:56. (Photo
tility by playing at first base, sec- Lank)
ond
base, third base, left field,
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA
Clemson Highway
and right field.
The Tigers made 9 double
UJ Attention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN Students ^
plays in the first three games.
=| WHO NEED SOME FINANCIAL HELP IN ORDER TO COM- T£
They didn't even get an oppora PLETE THEIR EDUCATION DURING THIS ACADEMIC Q
tunity in the fourth game.
Z YEAR AND WILL THEN COMMENCE WORK.
4
< Apply to STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC. 1
Everybody who made the trip
3 A Non-Prof if Educational Corp.
610 ENDICOTT BLDG., _i
u
got to play for the Tigers at
U
ST. PAUL 1, MINN.
some time during the four game
series.
The weather was very bad in
Florida for this time of year.
Coach Wilhelm said there was a
For the best selection of true
cold wind blowing most of the
IVY clothes in the lower part of South Carolina—
time. He added that Clemson
we suggest you visit (ask the best dressed
made more errors than usual beon your campus, they know WARSHAW'S)
cause of the poor condition of the
field. This could even be contributed to the bad weather of late
in Florida, not warming up enough to get the field into real
"CLOTHES OF QUALITY"
good shape. Coach Wilhelm also
Walterboro
said that our pitchers were bothered by the Seminoles unusually Clemson hurdler Wes King is shown as he clears a hurdle in the dual match against North
Featuring .
high mound. The mound, almost Carolina. At this time King was ahead, but he fell near the end and finished second. (Photo
Bermudas — Madras,
waist high, gave the effect of —Lank)
Bass Weejuns
Seersuckers, etc.
throwing from the window of a
London Fog
second story building.
Canoe
Gant Shirts
Damon Vincent started ThursEnglish Leather
Norris Slacks
day's game in right field, but
Madras
Coats
Poplin Slacks
he hurt his leg trying to beat
Seersucker Coats
out a swinging bunt and had to
retire when it tightened up on
and for your girl friends . . .
him later in the game. He didn't The Clemson tennis team ta- Gamecocks of South Carolina 6-0; Dick Pregnall (C) d. CharVillager shirts, sweaters and dresses
even dress for Friday's game. He kes on The Citadel in Charleston 9-0. This is bad enough, but the lie Hartley (USC) 6-0, 6-0; Fred
dressed out for Saturday's games, today and then tomorrow the TiLady Gant
but wasn't scheduled to pitch. gers entertain Duke at Clemson. Tigers didn't allow the Roos- Craft (C) d. Monty Osteen
Aileen Penningron
(USC) 6-0, 6-0. Doubles: EvHowever, when Dale
Smith These two matches will be real ters a single game! In all
So — come visit the store that knows true
wasn't able to get loose for the tests for the Tigers and Clemson Clemson won 108 games to 0 ans-Stewart d. Mann-Hamilton
traditional clothes — all sensibly priced final game after pitching a couwill be hard pressed for two for Carolina. James Ledbetter, 6-0- 6-0; Crow Ledbetter d. Harple of innings in the first game victories.
Tiger number 4 man, played ley-Shull 6-0-6-0; Craft-Pregnall
earlier that day, and Lyons reCLOTHES OF QUALITY
Clemson started off the 1963 a perfect first set in not allow- d. Cowan-Osteen 6-0, 6-0.
ported a little soreness in his
with a real bang as ing his opponent a single point
Walterboro, S. C.
arm, Damon told coach he felt season
On Monday the Tigers enterthey completely crushed
the while reeling off 24 straight.
(Continued on page 7)
tained Amherst and again the TiThe Carolina match only took gers came away with a 9-0 vic59 minutes and this estab- tory. The summary: Stewart
lished a major college record. It won 6-4, 6-3; Evans won 6-3; 6-3;
was a fine opening victory for
Crow won 6-1, 6-1; Ledbetter
new coach Duane Bruley
and
showed that the Tigers will de- won 6-0, 6-0; Pregnall won 6-0,
finitely be a threat this season. 6-0; Craft won 6-1, 6-1. EvansStewart won 6-1, 6-2; Crow-LedThe summary: Doug Stewart better won 6-2, 6-2; Craft-Preg(C) d. Tommy Mann (USC) nall won 6-2, 6-4.
6-0, 6-0; Malloy Evans (C)
On Tuesday the Tigers played
d.A.C. Shull (USC) 6-0, 6-0; Ed Furman, but at the time of this
Crow (C) d. Lamar Hamilton writing no score was available.
match
6-0, 6-0; James Ledbetter (C) Before the Furman
(Based on (he hilarious book "The Question Mon.**J
Clemson's
record
stood
at
2-0
for
d. Bill
Cowan (USC) 6-0,
SO CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE'S HOW:
the season and 17-1 over the past
RULES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will judge entries on the basis of
rst, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with
two years. Last season the only
humor (up to V3), clarity and freshness (up to Vi). and appropriateness (up
Clemson loss came at the hands
nutty, surprising question for it, and you've done a
to y3), and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
of always powerful North Caroin the event of ties. Entries must be the original works of the entrants and
Irazy Question." It's the easy new way for students to
lina.
must be submitted in the entrant's own name. There will be 50 awards
ake loot. Study the examples below; then do your own.
every month, October through April. Entries received during each month
will be considered for that month's awards. Any entry received after April
snd them, with your name, address, college and class,
30,1963. will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American
[GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the contest, except emrtries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries subployees of The American Tobacco Company, its advertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be
itted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper wilt get a
notified by mail. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.
Refrigerator
$54.00
55.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!
Electric Range _ _ $69.00
THE ANSWER:
5 pc.
THE ANSWER:
THE ANSWER:
Dinette Suite _ _ $24.95

Harris Sporting Goods

King Clears Hurdle Against UNC

Say TIGERS—

U)aMhaw'A

Tennis Team Stops USC
And Amherst 9-0 Each

UJaMkcuvA

Get Lucky
Play "Crazy Questions"

USED
FURNITURE
BARGAINS

£k ZtQT

Jeimzt
Utz^a^

Ticker
Tape

1|03 suaeno Maseio • w MueH
uojsnoH jo 7»un 'jueiopo su^SM

•Aiun SHsnbjew 'odn ssiucf

£ui das|s Aoqwoo snow
•joua tie saop jeqM :N0liS3n6 3H1

i3|3uein XJBUIPJO ue uein jaSuo|
jsei 0} punoq s| ;eiJM :N0liS3fl0 3Hi

iaumo
-eiu qdejSoipjBOOjpaia aqj JOI uusj
S,UBUJXB| aq'» S(}BUM :N0llS3n6 3H1

THE ANSWER:

THE ANSWER:

THE ANSWER:

jiojjaa jo -Ainn "stnow -f y
c3uo|9q
u *ui T *>j 'I 'i SJBM9| ain op }eqeqd|e
sinp U0U03S *BUM u| :N0U.S3n0 3H1
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I
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snssiw pippsqM :N0llS3nD 3H1
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THE ANSWER IS:

Get Lucky
9*8*1*

ftodustof*

2 pc.
Sofa Bed Suite _ _ $59.95
9X12

Linoleum Rugs

$359
CASH
Odd Bed
from $9.77
New
Platform Rocker _ $24.50
3 pc.
Section Sofa
$69.95
New Sofa Beds _ $74.50
Mahogany Desk _ $13.77
Recovered
Sofa Bed
$44.50

RUSTIN'S
Furniture
Exchange

THE QUESTION IS: WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN YOU REQUEST A PACK OF THE
MOST POPULAR REGULAR-SIZE CIGARETTE AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS?
Right! You get Lucky; you get the fine-tobacco taste of Lucky Strike. This great
taste is the best reason to choose Luckies... the big reason why Lucky smokers
stay Lucky smokers. So get with it. Get Lucky today!
U our middle nami

By TOM RISHER
TIGER SPORTS EDITOR
Clemson's track team proved that they will bt
worthy of recognition when the finals of the ACC schedule rolls around. The Tigers lost to the North Carolina
Tar Heels in a meet on Saturday by a 78-67 mark. However, Clemson was in a position to win up until the very
end. Clemson lost five points in the mile relay because they were disqualified for running into the UNC'
lane. If the Tigers had won this, which is what they
were doing when the disqualification came about, the
meet would have hinged on the triple jump. In this
event, Clemson lost by only about three inches for
third place, which coupled with a win in the mile relay
would have given Clemson a 73-72 victory. However,
North Carolina had just enough to pull out the victory.
Tennis Team Blanks USC 108-0
In the tennis match against South Carolina last Saturday, Clemson pulled off an astonishing thing, when
they did not allow South Carolina to get a single game.
This may be the first time that this has happened in
ACC tennis, and at any rate, it is indeed a rarity. The
Clemson team won 108 straight games during the course
of the afternoon. Also a rarity was the fact that number four man James Ledbetter played an entire set
without losing a point. Ledbetter ran off 24 straight
points without a miscue.
Loyola Stops Cincinnati's Try for 3rd NCAA Title
After watching the finals and semifinals of the
NCAA basketball tournament, nearly everyone would
have to agree that Loyola was the team that was really
ready for the National championship. Cincinnati wanted the title also, but they seemed to make a bad mistake
of trying to freeze the ball Joo early against the Ramblers from Loyola. Loyola had one of the best balanced
teams this year, and this was easily borne out by the
fact that all of their starters average in the double figures. Everyone was really impressed by the jumping,
shooting, an dspeed of the Loyola team. Duke had the
misfortune of having a really cold night against the
Ramblers, who on the other hand were having a good
night, and moved to a 93-74 victory to reach the finals
against Cincinnati, who annihilated Oregon State. The
first half between Cincinnati and Loyola found that
tremendous Cincinnati defense stopping the Ramblers,
who had a cold shooting hand. Even with 12 minutes
left, Cincinnati was sitting on a 15 point lead. Gradually Loyola wore this margin down as ail-American
Jerry Harkness led the way, after not scoring in the
first half. Harkness got the tying basket with 5 seconds to go to throw the game into overtime. The loss
of the big lead by Cincinnati came with their inability
to hit at the foul line, and from the loss of the ball several times on bad passes. By this time, Loyola was
scoring every time it came down court, and finally won
on Jim Rouse's tipin with one second left in the overtime period.
Masters Starts on Thursday
The Masters starts next Thursday in Augusta, and
when it does, it will be the beginning of one of the biggest events south of the Mason-Dixon line. Every
year, thousands of people flock to Augusta to see the
greatest golfers in the world compete in one of the
most colorful of all sporting events. What makes the
tournament so big is the rich tradition that it carries
with it. It has its wonderful, rolling putting greens,
its green coats for former Masters champions, and even
the great Bobby Jones. It also has a $20,000 first prize
not to mention the profits that can be realized from endorsements and exhibitions after a Master victory.
(Continued on page 7)

3 pc.
Bedroom Suite _ _ $39.95
Clock Radio
$9.77

We Buy - Trade And
Sell Used Furniture
EASY TERMS

he taste to sta rt with... the taste to stay with

TiCEk

205 E. WHITNER
DIAL CA 5-8380
ANDERSON, S. C.

Does a man really take unfair advantage of women
when he uses Mennen Skin Bracer?
All depends on why he uses it.
Most men simply think Menthol-Iced Skin Bracer is the best
after-shave lotion around. Because it cools rather than burns.
Because it helps heal shaving nicks and scrapes. Because it
helps prevent blemishes.
So who can blame them if Bracer's crisp, long-lasting aroma
just happens to affect women so remarkably?
Of course, some men may use Mennen Skin Bracer because
of this effect.
~—~
How intelligent!
(MJ
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Track Team Competes In Florida Relays
Number 2 Man Malloy Evans

UNC Stops Tracksters
In Close Meet, 78-67

Clemson's Doug Stewart Against USC

North Carolina's strong track
entries enabled the Tar Heels to
edge Clemson 78-67 to a dual
meet here last Saturday. North
Carolina swept all 9 points in the
mile 880 yard and 2 mile runs.
Clemson meanwhile won all
points in the 100 yard dash, discus, and broad jump.
The outstanding performance
by a Clemson mat was by
Dick Dobbs, who broke the
school discus mark for
the
third straight week. He hurled
the discus 157 feet, 4 inches Saturday, nearly 4 feet better than
his performance against Furman the previous Tuesday.
High point man for the meet
was Clemson sprinter Jimmy
Wynn, who won the 100 and 220
yard dashes and ran on the winning 440 yard relay team. Another record was also set for the
third straight week, by Cater
Leland In the triple jump, with a
leap of 45 feet, 5 inches.
Clemson looked like they would
have a good chance to win the
meet with only a few events left.
Two falls by Clemson runners
Clemson's Malloy Evans is shown as he comes to the net after
just hitting the ball against Amherst on Tuesday. Evans won
his match in straight sets 6-3, 6-3. (Photo—Lank)

Clemson's Fine Rifle Team
Takes State Championship
The Clemson College ROTC
rifle team finally accomplished
one of their prime goals, to beat
the Citadel rifle team. In the
South Carolina state rifle meet
which was fired Saturday, March
23, the Citadel team went under

BASEBALLERS
(Continued from page 6)
pretty good although still hobbling around on a hurt leg. Wilhelm started him and he shut ou'
Navy through the first 5 innings
In the sixth, Navy scored on twr
singles when, behind 10-0, the?
caught Clemson by surprise with
a steal of both second and thlrr"
base. Wilhelm let Wrenn finis!
out the game for the last thre'
innings once Vincent's shut-ou
was lost to give Damon's leg f
rest.
Vincent's return to form on
the mound could very well be
the brightest single factor to
come out of the weekend's
games. For his return to form,
along with Chapman, Smith,
and Lyons—when Lyons gets
rolling—will give the Tiger's already strong but young mound
staff added experience and
depth.
The Tigers played host to Georgia's Bulldogs Tuesday afternoon
and travel to Charleston for two
games with The Citadel this
afternoon and tomorrow afternoon. Clemson will be home again
Wednesday against Georgia Tech.
as Clemson scored 1414 points as

compared to the 1407 points mastered by the Cadets.
The Tiger riflemen participating in the match were Bill Kendal (288), Eddie Peeler (285),
Ed Muckenfuss (283), Pete
Pierson (280), Jack Belk (277),
and Marshall Green (275). Second and third places went to
the Citadel and Furman respectively.
The state match was the las'
mtch of the season for the Tiger
earn. This season has been exceptional for the Tiger team. It
\ad some good talent to come ir
his season and their ability has
••hown through in the fine record
compiled for the year.
The team has benefitted from
the excellent training and
coaching from the team's advisors which includes Captain
Bentley, Sgt. Burton, and Sfc.
Barnard of the military department. The team manager, Bob
Weaver, has done an excellent
job, and contributed much to
the teams spirit before and during matches.
ED Muckenfuss, the team cap,ain, presented the state championship trophy to PMS Col. McDowell on Monday.

Number 1 man and Captain of the tennis team, Doug Stewart is shown as he returns a shot
against South Carolina last Saturday. Stewart, like all the other members of the team won
their match by 6-0, 6-0. (Photo—Lank)

Tiger Football Team
Scrimmages Tomorrow
Clemson's spring football practice moved through its fourth
week, and Head Coach Frank
Howard has another scrimmage
scheduled for the Tigers in the
Stadium tomorrow. This scrimmage will probably pit the first
three teams against the rest.
Leading the first team as
usual will be senior quarterback Jim Parker. With Parker
on the first team will be fullback Pat Crain, and halfbacks
George Sutton and Hal Davis.
On the line will be Bob Poole,
and Lou Fogle at the ends.
The tackle situation will be
doubtful, because of the injuries
it this position. If they are able,
he tackles will probably be John
3oyette and Jack Aaron, although
Joe Balles and Vince Stryzinski
iiave also been playing with the
first string.
The guards will be either Clark
Gaston or Tracy Childers at one
guard, while the other guard will
be Billy Weaver. The center will
be Ted Bunton.
Despite the numerous injuries that have plagued spring
practice thus far, Coach How-

ard has stated that he has been
pleased with the results thus
far, and with the progress that
the boys have shown. The
weather has taken a change
for the better, and the "Baron"
has not had as much trouble
getting his scheduled practices
in.
The Tigers will continue to
work through the rest of March
up until the first week in April.
Then on April 6, the Tigers will
hold their annual spring game.
This will probably be the only
time when the personnel of the
first two teams will be facing
each other.
This will also give observers a
chance to see just how much the
new change in the substitution

rule will effect the Clemson attack. It will be interesting to note
whether or not Coach Howard will
attempt to use some of his outstanding players on Just offense,
or defense.

Fencing Team
Faces Citadel
Here Tomorrow
The Clemson College fencing
team will take on The Citadel
here at Clemson tomorrow. Earlier this season, Clemson posted
a close 15-14 victory over the Cadets at Charleston. The match
Saturday should prove equally as
exciting.
All students are urged to watch
the match tomorrow at 1:30 in
the Y.M.CA. gym. Clemson's record stands at 1-1 with a victory
over the Citadel and a close one
point loss to Virginia Military Institute.

FEW'S PEN SHOP

seemed to cost the Tigers the
meet. The first came in the 330
yard intermediate hurdles. Wes
King was leading Brown of North
Carolina by about five yards with
only two hurdles left to go. King
then hit both of these hurdles, and
stumbled to lose the race by a
few scant yards.
Then in the mile relay, which
would have meant the meet had
King won, Clemson had pulled
into about a twenty yard lead
thanks to two fine leaps by Jim
Wynn and Jack Shaw. However,
when Shaw was only a few
yards from the finish line, he
fell, and landed in the UNC
lane, and Clemson was then
disqualified from this event.
Apart from these two mishaps,
the match was very close indeed.
Clemson had the edge in most of
the field events, with McLoughlto
winning the shot, Dobbs the discus, and Leland the broad jump
and the triple jump.
However, North Carolina won

?very running event from the 440
dash up through the two mile, and
three of them were sweeps. These
middle and long distance runs
have proven the Tigers downfall
for the second straight meet, as
the Tigers generally fare pretty
well along other lines.
Clemson's next meet will be
this Saturday at the
Florida
Relays at Gainesville Florida.
This is one of the top meets in
the South every year, as nearly
every school will be there from
the Southeastern conference aa
well as other track powerhouses throughout the South.
Furman will be there and will
be considered one of the favorites
along with some of the strong
schools to the SEC, and possibly
Fla. St. and Northeast Louisiana.
In addition to these schools, nearly every school in the ACC wiU be
sending some of their runners
down to participate in the relays.
This includes track powerhouse
Maryland.

TRAILING THE TIGER
(Continued from page 6)

But most of all it is a prestige tournament, and every
bit of it is carried on in such a high class way that all
the golfers realize just how much it means to win the
title. This year as in the past few years, the big question is who will beat Arnold Palmer. Palmer has won
the Masters three times in the past five years, but never
twice in a row. No one has ever won the event twice
in a row, but Palmer stands a fine chance this year.
Palmer will be the odds on favorite to win although
Jack Nicklaus and Gary Player are also considered hot
favorites. In any event, Palmer will be the man to beat,
and as every other year, the tournament will be one of
the biggest sporting spectacles of the year.

On tempos

ftftth

(Author of "I Was a Teenage Dwarf," "Tkt Many
Loves of Dobie Gilli*," tte.)

Invites You To Meet

ALICE LEE HUMPHREYS
Author Of

"THREE HEAR THE BELLS"
FRIDAY, MARCH 29
PRUITT SHOPPING CENTER
ANDERSON, S. C.

HOW TO GET EDUCATED
ALTHOUGH ATTENDING COLLEGE
In your quest for a college degree, are you becoming a narrow
specialist, or are you being educated in the broad, classical
sense of the word?
This question is being asked today by many serious observers
—including my barber, my roofer, and my little dog Spot—
and it would be well to seek an answer.
Are we becoming experts only in the confined area of our
majors, or does our knowledge range far and wide? Do we, for
example, know who fought in the Battle of Jenkins' Ear, or
Kant's epistemology, or Planck's constant, or Valsalva's maneuver, or what Wordsworth was doing ten miles above Tintern
Abbey?
If we do not, we are turning, alas, into specialists. How
then can we broaden our vistas, lengthen our horizons—become, in short, educated?
Well sir, the first thing we must do is throw away our curricula. Tomorrow, instead of going to the same old classes, let
us try something new. Let us not think of college as a rigid
discipline, but as a kind of vast academic smorgasbord, with
all kinds of tempting intellectual tidbits to savor. Let's start
sampling tomorrow.

JOBS IN EUROPE
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
Mar. 1, 1963 — Would you like to
work at a Swiss resort, a Norwegian farm, a German factory, a
construction site in Spain, or a
summer camp in France? Thousands of paying summer jobs
(some offering $190 monthly) are
available in Europe to U. S. students.
The American Student Information Service, celebrating its
6th Anniversary, will award
TRAVEL GRANTS to first 1500
applicants.
For 20-page Prospectus, complete selection of European jobs
and Job Application (enclose $1
for Prospectus, handling and
airmail reply) write, naming
your school, to: Dept. R, ASIS,
22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg. The first 8000 inquiries receive a $1 coupon towards the purchase of the new
student travel book, Earn, Learn
<fc Travel in Europe.

U mi fow&tfo Wott tenet ft

THE ENGAGEMENT RING WITH THE PERFECT CENTER DIAMOND
Don't be a meat-head! Get Vitalis with V-7. It
keeps your hair neat all day without grease. ffKp
Naturally. V-7® is the greaseless grooming discovery, g
Vitalis® with V-7 fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents
dryness, keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Try it!

True artistry is expressed in the brilliant fashion styling of
every Keepsake diamond engagement ring. Each
setting is a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance

NOW ITS PEPSI

beauty of the center diamond ... a perfect
gem of flawless clarity, fine color and

for Those Who Think Young

meticulous modern cut.
Authorized Keepsake Jewelers may be listed in the
Yellow Pages. Visit one in your area and choose from
many beautiful styles, each with the name "Keepsake"
in the ring and on the tag.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please lend two new booklets, "How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and "Choosing Your Diamond
Rings," both for only 10c. Also lend special offer of
beautiful 44 page Bride's Book.

COOPER Ring $500. Wedding Ring 50.00.-RIVIERA Ring
$300. Also to 975.—ROBBINS Ring $150. Wedding Ring 50.00.

waiters & tollman
.anderton • clemson

TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY
Under Appointment Of Pepsi-Cola Co. — New York

Alt rings available in yellow or white gold. Price* U
include Federal
Fei'
Tax. Rings enlarged to show (9
'f.^11**^Jh
beauty of' details. OJTrade-Mark registered. ^*8s«~a!^^

We will begin the day with a stimulating seminar in Hittite
artifacts. Then we will go over to marine biology and spend a
happy hour with the sea slugs. Then we will open our pores by
drilling a spell with the ROTC. Then we'll go over to journalism
and tear out the front page. Then we'll go to the medical school
and autograph some casts. Then we'll go to home economics
and have lunch.
And between classes we'll smoke Marlboro Cigarettes. This,
let me emphasize, is not an added fillip to the broadening of
our education. This is an essential. To learn to live fully and
well is an important part of education, and Marlboros are an
important part of living fully and well. What a sense of completeness you will get from Marlboro's fine tobaccos, from
Marlboro's pure filter! What flavor Marlboro delivers! Through
that immaculate filter comes flavor in full measure, flavor without stint or compromise, flavor that wrinkled care derides,
flavor holding both its sides. This triumph of the tobacconist's
art comes to you in soft pack or Flip-Top box and can be lighted
with match, lighter, candle, Welsbach mantle, or by rubbing
two small Indians together.
When we have embarked on this new regimen—or, more
accurately, lack of regimen—we will soon be cultured as all
get out. When strangers accost us on the street and say, "What
was Wordsworth doing ten miles above Tintern Abbey, hey?"
we will no longer slink away in silent abashment. We will reply
loud and clear:
"As any truly educated person knows, Wordsworth, Shelley,
and Keats used to go to the Widdicombe Fair every year for
the poetry-writing contests and three-legged races, both of
which they enjoyed lyrically. Well sir, imagine their chagrin
when they arrived at the Fair in 1776 and learned that Oliver
Cromwell, uneasy because Guy Fawkes had just invented the
spinning jenny, had cancelled all public gatherings, including
the Widdicombe Fair and Liverpool. Shelley was so upset
that he drowned himself in a butt of malmsey. Keats went to
London and became Charlotte Bronte. Wordsworth ran blindly
into the forest until he collapsed in a heap ten miles above
Tintern Abbey. There he lay for several years, sobbing and
kicking his little fat legs. At length, peace returned to him. He
looked around, noted the beauty of the forest, and was so moved
that he wrote Joyce Kilmer's immortal Trees... And that,
smart-apple, is what Wordsworth was doing ten miles above
Tintern Abbey."
<} IMS lilt arralmaa

CityKEEPSAKE DIAMOND «INSS. SYIACUSEI. N.Y.

Poets and peasants, students and teachers, ladies and gentle'
men—all know you get a lot to like in a Marlboro—avatlabU
wherever cigarettes are sold in all 50 States,

»
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Letter To Tom
STVFF FOR PART/

Friday, March 29, 1963

Ready ... Aim ... Fire

Fly To Europe

Dear Tom:
Clemson students and faculWHAT! NO FREE LOVE, NO
STERILIZATION, CONTRACEP- ty may take advantage of a
TION, NO LESBIANISM, NO group flight from N. Y. to
MASOCHISM, OR SADISM? Due Paris leaving June 18, and reto a serious deficiency of these turning August 24. The round
topics, the "Tiger" provided ex- trip fare is $326, a saving of
cellent reading this week. What about $200 over the standard
happened to the one-tracked price.
This is a regularly
perverted mind we once had scheduled flight with a leading
writing for our paper? One skydive too many? Well, I'm sure he airline and will be non-stop
jet service.
had the hopes and prayers of
For further information con4000 people. R. I. P., Zip.
tact C. M. Drake, English
Jim Stewart '66
Bldg. 0-3.

J>Ikkiu
Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
PHONE 654-3230
FRIDAY SATURDAY &
SUNDAY, MARCH 29, 30 & 31

"40 POUNDS
OF TROUBLE"
TONY CURTIS
SUZANNE PLESHETTE
— o —
FRIDAY, LATE SHOW
The Lettermen bring their fresh
and imaginative sound to twelve
great songs that deserve to be sung.
The result? "College Standards;'
the Lettermen's newest Capitol
album. There's romance written
all over every song, from Fraternity Row's "The Sweetheart of
Sigma Chi" to Broadway's "The
; Party's Over?
Look for "College Standards"
on Capitol... and be sure to look
for the Lettermen in concert on
your campus.
(S)T-1829

"A KIND OF
LOVING"
— o
MONDAY, APRIL 1
JACKIE GLEASON os

//

GIGOT//

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
APRIL 2 & 3

"TERM OF
TRIAL"
— o

THURSDAY, APRIL 4

"FOLLOW
THE BOYS"
CONNIE FRANCIS
PAULA PRENTISS
WHjiJHiiiMI lllli HllliWI I

Plaza Theatre
GREENVILLE, S. C.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
MARCH 29 & 30

"FOLLOW
THE BOYS"
CONNIE FRANCIS
PAULA PRENTISS

CROCKER-SYKES
(Continued from page 1)
has participated in the
College
Honors Courses Program and has
a G.P.R. of 3.8.
Frank R. Roskovick, a junior
from Belle Vernon, Pa., is majoring in economics. He is attending
Clemson'on a football scholarship
and has a G.P.R. of 3.3. Daniel
S. Groover, a junior from Flor- The Air Force ROTC Band, masters of precision drill movements, are also masters of superb
ence, S. C, is an I.M. Major with musical accomplishments. The band is under the direction of Major Jerry E. Raz and Mr.
a 2.69 G.P.R. Wayne Kennedy is J. H. Butler, Director of Bands of Clemson.
a junior from Manning, S. C, and
is a member of the Y.M.C.A. He
has been a delegate to Susga, a
member of Taps senior staff, and
a senator. Gene Kneece of Aiken,
S. C, a Forestry major is a memto exhibition Thursday through Satber of the Forestry Club and The egg through the centuries,of all ages are encouraged
has represented new life and be- participate and the exhibits are urday from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
maintains a 2.3 G.P.R.
come symbolic of the Resurrec- limited only by the creative abili- and on Palm Sunday from 1 to
Gary Hall from Greenwood,
5:30 p.m.
S. C, is secretary of the Junior tion. One of the earliest arts \ ty of the exhibitor."
Class, a member of Tiger Brother- known to man, egg decoration, [
Prizes totaling $60 will
be
The public is invited to visit the awarded to senior, intermediate
hood, Numeral Society, Phi Psi, was a custom practiced before
and junior staff of the C.D.A. Wy- the birth of Christ.
and junior division winners in
att Theus from North Augusta, The renewal of attention to eggs
both the graphic arts and threeS. C, is an I.M. major and a and their traditional place in Easdimension arts, as follows: first
(Continued from page 1)
member of Delta Kappa Alpha, ter is the objective of the second
prize $15, second prize $10 and
juniro staff C.D.A. and an I.F.C. annual Clemson College "Egg and an emergency is supporting the third $5.
representative. Martin Lightsey of Art" exhibition at the Food Indus- price of wheat at $3.00 a bushel.
Columbia, S. C. is majoring in tries auditorium beginning Thurs- (They could get it from us for The work of professional exhiI.E., has a G.P.R. of 3.6, is a day, April 4, and continuing not more than $2.00). There isn't bitors, whose creations will not
much doubt about our being able be in competition, will also be on
member of Phi Eta Sigma, Tau through Palm Sunday.
Mrs.
to sell them cotton and cotton display. Among them,
Beta Pi, Kappa Delta Chi, and
The show, which last year crea- seed, soybeans, and certain other Jeanne Butler of the Asheville (N.
has served on Ways and Means
ted much interest among both the agricultural products which they C.) School will display her miniaCommittee. Douglas Richardson of
public and exhibitors, is pro- do not grow and in which we en- ture objects of art encased in exLexington, S. C, is a member of
quisitively decorated goose egg
Student Senate, South State Stu- duced through the combined ef- joy an advantage.
shells, one of the marvels of last
dent Legislature, Southern Univer- forts of the South Carolina PoulSecondly, there Is a question year's show.
sities Student Government Asso- try Improvement Association and
the Poultry Science Club at of how much and what kind of
ciation Convention and President
manufactured products we will Judging the entries will be EmClemson College.
of IFC.
ory Bopp, chairman of the diviExhibitors are reminded that be willing to accept in return for
Jan Smoke, C.E. major from St. they must submit applications for the goods we know we can pro- sion of art as Bob Jones University at Greenville and John Acorn
Matthews, S. C. is a member of
reserving exhibit space by March duce and export to advantage, and Ireland Regnier, assistant
American Institute of Chemical
29 and that all exhibits must be so great and so broad this ques- professors of architecture
at
Engineers, the Election Boards,
Since our industrial potential is
in place by 10 p.m. April 3 for
Alpha Phi Omega service fraterproblems. We may have to give Clemson College.
judging. Rules governing the exnity, and Residence Hall Council.
tion raises serious and complex
Bill Vandiver, a junior from Spar- hibition may be obtained by wri- up on some of the thing which
tanburg, S. C. is an I.M. major ting to the Poultry Science De- they can produce more economiand member of Phi Eta Sigma, partment at the College.
cally and shift to other lines
The student chapter of the AIA
"All exhibits," said Dr. B. D. where our comparative advantIMS, Blue Key, and President of
at Clemson is presenting a film
Phi Sigma Delta. Jimmy Davis, Barnett, head of the department, age is greater.
series to stimulate interest in the
C.E. major from Chester, S. C, "will feature the egg, natural,
The third consideration is the arts and to provide knowledge of
is President of Canterbury, mem- painted or manufactured, in varposition of the United Kingdom. these arts. These films will cover
ber of Kappa Epsilon Nu, social ious artistic arrangements, paintObviously we have made our such subjects as architecture,
fraternity and a C.C.P. Senator. ings or sculpture. Amateur artists
plans in the expectation that the painting, sculpture, crafts, and
UK will join the Common Mar- dance. Some of these films will
ket. There are some formidable be on the arts, some will be
obstacles to be overcome but documentaries, and some will be
the best bet is that this will experimental films or "art films".
actually come about and we can
The film series is designed for
proceed according to plan. In the
meantime it behooves us to students in all the schools, not
maintain a decent respect for just students in architecture.
those who have thought other- Membership is $1.00 per semester
wise, recognizing that not all to pay for the cost of renting the
virtue is on one side. In this po- films. This fee is reduced in prosition lies hope, economic growth portion to the number of films
—and peace.
that have already been shown.

Interested In Eggs?
NATIONAL SCENE

AIA Film Series

WSBF Program Schedule
MONDAY - FRIDAY
SATURDAY
6:57—Sign On
2:57—Sign On
7:00—Platter Party
3:00— Platter Partv
7:20—Weather
3:20—Weather
7:30—Top News and SportJ
3:30—Top News and Sports
7 :40—Weather
3:40—Weather
7:55—News
and Weather
3:55—News and Weather
8:00—Platter Party
4:00—Platter Party
8
:20—Weather
4:20—Weather
8:30—Top News and Sporti
4:30—Top News and Sports
8:40—Weather
4:4LW\Veather
8:55—News and Weather
4:55—Local News and Weather
9:00—Platter Party
9:20—Weather
5:00—Mostly Music
9:30—Top News and Weather
5:20—Weather
9:40—Weather
5:30—Top News and Sports
9:55—News and Weather
10:00—Impressions In Sound
5:40—Weather
10:55—News and Weather
5:55—News and Weather
11:00—Impressions In Sound
6:00—Mostly Music
11:55—News and Weather
12:00—Sign Off
6:20—Weather
SUNDAY
6:30—Top News and Sports
12:57—Sign On
6:40—Weather
1:00— Songtime
6:55—News and Weather
1:30—Sunday Cavalcade
1:55—News and Weather
7:00—Mostly Music
2:1)0—Sunday Cavalcade
7:20—Weather
2:55—News and Weather
7:30—Top News and Sports
3:00—Sunday Cavalcade
3:55—News and Weather
7:40—Weather
4:00—Allegro
8:00—WSBF News Day
5 :55—News and Weather
8:15—WSBF Editorial
6 :00—Sunday Cavalcade
6:55—News and Weather
8 :17—Stardust
7:00—Sounds of the 20th Centurr
9:55—News and Weather
8:00—The Weeks Review
10:00—Nightbeat
8:30—Stardust
9:55—News and Weather
10:55—News and Weather
111:00—Nightbeat
11:00—WSBF Editorial
10:55—News and Weather
11:02—Nightbeat
11:00—Nightbeat
12:00—WSBF News Final
12:00—WSBF News Final
12:10—East of Midnight
12:10—East of Midnight
1:00—Sign Off
1:00—Sign Off
The above schedules are for WSBF-AM and WSBF-FM except from
three until five o'clock Monday - Friday when WSBF-FM will present •
"Dreamland of Music."

Next Foreign Film Set For April 1
Monday, April 1, the next film
of the Foreign Film Series will
be presented. FORBIDDEN
GAMES is the title of this
French film which will last 90
minutes.

BILL MEGGS
(Continued from page 1)
are directing the attention of talented students to the fundamental
problems of astro-physics and the
earth sciences, problems with
which the students, for the most
part, are entirely unacquainted
with before attending this course.
The Institute program includes
a daily two-hour lecture, afternoon problem sessions, and evening homework assignments, plus
two major examinations. Said
Dr. Jastrow, "This is a rigorous
schedule, but we have an extraordinarily talented group; and we
expect to be able to give them
a good training in the elements
of convective and radiative transfer, nucleosynthesis, and plasma
physics."
This summer the program also
includes some lectures on experimental problems and the technology of space flight, to give
students a better background for
their field trip to NASA research
centers.
The field trip to four NASA
Centers will be conducted during
the concluding week of the program. The group will visit Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, for a tour of projects in propulsion, rocket and
spacecraft guidance and control,
and spacecraft development; the
Manned Spacecraft Center in
Houston; the NASA launch facilities at Cape Canaveral; and the
Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt for an examination of
experimental work in progress on
scientific satellites.

What makes a film great? We
don't know, and we doubt if
anyone does; but whatever that
indefinable touch that raises a
film into this category, it is
present in this emotionally shattering tale of children in war.
From its dramatic opening, to a
closing that is one of the most
desperately painful ever filmed,
FORBIDDEN GAMES is one of
that small body of film experiences that does not leave you
quite the same.
The story begins in 1940 on a
crowded highway outside Paris;
suddenly, German planes swoop
down and strafe the refugees.
Moments later,
a delicately
beautiful 5-year-old girl rises beside the bodies of her parents,
clutching a dead puppy in her
arms.
A young boy finds her and
takes her to live with his backward, peasant family. The two
children become playmates —
not in the conventional games of
childhood, for there is no one to
teach them. They develop their
own game, indeed a passion: the
building of their own cemetery
for dead pets and insects. In
their complete innocence they
ransack a church and village
graveyard for crosses and decorations.

• BERMUDA
SHORTS
• TROUSERS
• SHIRTS
• SOX

Judge Keller
CLEMSON

36 DAYS THAT CHANGED THE
PERFORMANCE PICTURE IN AMERICA
In 36 days, starting with the Monte Carlo Rallye
in January of this year, our products have posted a
series of competition wins that have made performance history. Here's what has happened:
Three V-8 Falcon Sprints were entered in the
Monte Carlo Rallye. This is not a race. It is a trial
of a car's total capabilities. We did it (nervously) for
the experience and with practically no sense of expectation, because we had not entered an event like this
before. One Sprint ended the experiment in a snowbank. But the others finished 1-2 in their class with
such authority that they moved the good, grey London Times to say: "The Falcons are part of a power
and performance plan that will shake up motoring in
every country in the world." That was Number One.
Number Two was a double win in the Pure Oil
Performance Trials. Fords captured Class 1 and Class
2 (for high performance and large V-8's). Both of
these trials were for over-all points rolled up in
economy, acceleration and braking tests.
Then, at Riverside in California, in America's only
long-distance stock car event that is run on a road
course (as opposed to closed circuit, banked tracks
such as the track at Daytona), Dan Gurney pushed
a Ford to first place.
The latest news comes north from Daytona. There
in the open test that tears cars apart—the Daytona
500—Ford durability conquered the field. Fords
swept the first 5 places ... something no one else had
equaled in the history of the event. In a competition
—which anyone can enter—designed to prove how
well a car hangs together, 9 Fords finished out of 12

entered ... a truly remarkable record considering
that over 50% of all cars entered failed to finish.
Why do we keep such an interested eye on competitions such as these? Is speed important to us?
Frankly, no. The speed capabilities of the leading
American cars are now grouped so closely together
that the differences have no real meaning. To us, who
are building cars, success in this kind of competition
means just one thing: the car is strong. This kind of
performance capability means that the car is so well
built that it can stand up to normal driving—the
kind of day-in, day-out demands you put your own
car through—for thousands of miles longer than less
capable cars.
In tests like the Daytona 500 and Riverside, we
find out in an afternoon what might take us 100,000
test-track miles to discover. We learn how to build
superior strength into suspension systems, steering
systems, drive train, body, tires. Anyone can build
a fast car. What we're interested in is the concept of
"total" performance.
We believe in this kind of total performance
because the search for performance made the automobile the. wonderfully efficient and pleasurable instrument it is today—and will make it better tomorrow.
Americas liveliest most care-free care!

FORD
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FOR 60 YEARS THE SYMBOL OF
DEPENDABLE PRODUCTS

You II smoke with a fresh enthusiasm
when you discover the cool air-softened taste of Salem

MOTOR COMPANY

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter too

